November 9, 2021

T R A M M E L L C R O W C O M PA N Y
& HIGH STREET RESIDENTIAL
QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE CITY OF DURHAM

505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
DISPOSITION

MASTER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

November 9, 2021
Ms. Stacey Poston
Assistant Director, Project Delivery & Sustainability General Services Department
City of Durham
2011 Fay Street Durham, NC 27704
Re: City of Durham RFQ – 505 W. Chapel Hill St. Disposition
Dear Stacey:
Please accept this cover letter as an expression of Trammell Crow Company’s (TCC) gratitude and excitement for the opportunity to respond to this Request for Qualifications. This Site is one of the most desirable and opportunistic locations to enhance
the vibrance of the growing Downtown Durham District. The completion of the redevelopment of the Chesterfield, re-positioning of Brightleaf, establishment of the transportation center, and continued expansion of the American Tobacco District, allow
505 W. Chapel Hill St. to become a crucial piece of the puzzle that defines this corridor in Durham.
For those of us that choose development, we are most energized when presented with opportunities that can improve the
lives of those that interact with our projects, the municipalities in which they are located, and the fabric of the community
that evolves over decades. Since 1948, we have developed projects that transform cities and neighborhoods to become
more livable, equitable, and dynamic. We submit our qualification for consideration as the 505 W Chapel Hill
Street Master Developer, the Residential Developer, Commercial Developer, and Milton Small Building
Preservation Developer.
TCC is the largest commercial real estate developer in the U.S., with $16.8 billion in active projects in process, and an additional $9.6 billion in the pipeline. TCC’s wholly-owned operating subsidiary, High Street Residential (HSR) has a deep track
record of multifamily development, with $7.6 billion in active and in pipeline projects, representing over 20,000 residential
units. Furthermore, TCC has a long history in North Carolina, developing 6.8 million SF across 67 projects, with 2 million SF
currently in pipeline.
With the intention of developing a project that transforms the Site into a beacon for the Durham community, we will solicit
the support of the following expert groups:

+ TCC Capital Markets Group – A dedicated internal advisory team managing a deep roster of 28 repeat
capital debt and equity partners.

+ CBRE National Life Science Practice Group – An expert group in life science-related real estate issues
including leasing & marketing, consulting, and building design.

+ CBRE Property Management – A team of specialists managing more than 2.7 billion square feet worldwide,
providing streamlined operations, reduced costs, increased cashflow and strategically positioned assets.

+ Evoke Studio – A Durham-based firm, – A Durham based firm, who engages daily in the Durham
community with an ear to the ground on what matters most, and to whom we empower and interpret those interests in
the master plan, and preservation of the Milton Small Building.

+ Perkins & Will – A global firm with offices in Durham and recognized expertise in the life sciences sector, which is
rapidly becoming a key element of Downtown Durham’s DNA, and one which deserves further investment on this site.

+ RJT+R – A full service architectural firm, tasked on this team with integrating affordable housing with market rate
residencies to encourage respect and inclusion for diverse Durham population.

+ CJT P.A.– A civil engineering / landscape design firm based on Durham will guide us through the municipal
approval process

Below are the highlights that are critical to delivering a project that meets your criteria:
Extensive national development experience over 625 million square feet with the financial backing of
CBRE, a Fortune 125 firm, coupling predictability with the ability to finance the project in its entirety or for specific
asset classes, as requested.
Local Project Leaders with over 30 years of complex development experience, 20 years of affordable/
market rate experience, and over 10 years of mixed-use leadership, supported by a deep bench of product & financial
experts.
Guiding Principles tailored to this project to invite the opinions of interested parties and residents and respect the
history of the Milton Small Building.
Professional Teams with specific product expertise in each contemplated aspect of your program of needs and
collective experience in mixed use settings to combine uses in ways that embrace not only the residents and occupants
of the buildings, but also the neighbors and visitors that also encounter the project.
Transparency as an ethos throughout the process to keep all interested parties informed as we progress to the final
programmatic vision as well as the ultimate financial terms.

Thank you for this exciting opportunity to advance your consideration of Trammell Crow Company and our team. We want
you to enjoy our proposal and gain insights of what working with us may be like. Woody Coley is designated as the single
point of contact (SPOC) for this development. If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to him.
Sincerely,

Woody Coley

Josh Dix

Travis Melvin

T 407.256.0810

T 202.295.3383

T 202.853.5161

WCO L E Y@T R A M M E L LC R OW.CO M

J D I X@T R A M M E L LC R OW.CO M

TM E LV I N @T R A M M E L LC R OW.CO M

S E N I O R V I C E P R ES I D E N T (S P O C)

P R I N C I PA L

S E N I O R A S S O C I AT E

555 Fayetteville Street
Suite 300
Raleigh, NC 27601
www.trammellcrow.com
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TCC/HSR © 2021 All Rights Reserved. All information included in this proposal pertaining to TCC/HSR—including but not limited
to its operations, employees, technology and clients—are proprietary and confidential, and are supplied with the understanding
that they will be held in confidence and not disclosed to third parties without the prior written consent of TCC/HSR. This letter/
proposal is intended solely as a preliminary expression of general intentions and is to be used for discussion purposes only. The
parties intend that neither shall have any contractual obligations to the other with respect to the matters referred herein unless
and until a definitive agreement has been fully executed and delivered by the parties. The parties agree that this letter/proposal
is not intended to create any agreement or obligation by either party to negotiate a definitive lease/purchase and sale agreement and imposes no duty whatsoever on either party to continue negotiations, including without limitation any obligation to
negotiate in good faith or in any way other than at arm’s length. Prior to delivery of a definitive executed agreement, and without
any liability to the other party, either party may (1) propose different terms from those summarized herein, (2) enter into negotiations with other parties and/or (3) unilaterally terminate all negotiations with the other party hereto. TCC/HSR and the TCC/
HSR logo are service marks of TCC/HSR, Inc. and/or its affiliated or related companies in the United States and other countries.
All other marks displayed on this document are the property of their respective owners.
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D E V E LO PM E N T F I R M Q U A L I F I C AT I O N S
2.

Development firm qualifications: Respondents should include the resumes of key principals and describe
their intended role on the project team.

T R A M M E L L C R O W C O M PA N Y
COMPANY OVERVIEW
Trammell Crow Company (TCC), founded in Dallas, Texas in 1948, is
one of the nation’s oldest and most prolific developers of and investors in
commercial real estate. The Company has developed or acquired 2,800
buildings valued at nearly $70 Billion and over 625 million square
feet. It employs nearly 650 professionals in the United States and Europe.
The Company’s mission is to: deliver superior outcomes for occupiers,
residents and the communities in which we build, deliver market-leading
financial returns to our investment partners, as well as attract and retain top
talent by upholding an entrepreneurial and rewarding work environment.

$16.8B
IN PROCESS

$9.6B
IN PIPELINE

BY THE
NUMBERS

#1
R A N K E D D E V E LO P E R
N AT I O N A L LY 1

650

TOTA L E M P LOY E E S
G LO B A L LY

7

COUNTRIES

*Data as of 3Q21.
1.Source: Commercial Property Executive

OFFICE
LO C AT I O N S
Atlanta

Orlando

Austin

Paris

Barcelona

Philadelphia
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Phoenix
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Portland

Denver
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Hamburg
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Houston

San Diego

London

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Seattle

Kraków
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Washington DC

PRODUCT
EXPERTISE

OFFICE

INDUSTRIAL

RESIDENTIAL

MIXED-USE

HEALTHCARE LIFE SCIENCES
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±20,093*
UNITS IN PROCESS / PIPELINE

$7.6B*

VALUE IN PROCESS / PIPELINE
*As of 3Q21, includes Telford Homes

HIGH STREET
R E S I D E N T I A L OV E R V I E W
At High Street Residential (HSR), the wholly-owned
residential subsidiary of Trammell Crow Company, our
expertise is developing mixed-use projects on premier
sites in major U.S. cities. We choose high-growth locations
where the city is the amenity, augmenting the vibrancy
of the street scape with responsive, contextual design.

12,569

27%

UNITS IN PROCESS/
PIPELINE

OF TCC TOTAL
PIPELINE

$117M

309

AVERAGE PROJECT
BUDGET

UNITS AVERAGE

PROJECT SIZE

TCC recently acquired Telford Homes, a leading developer
of multifamily properties in the UK, increasing our reach to
26 offices and 250+ multifamily professionals.
We deliver a wide range of residential development
options to investors, landowners, government and
corporate partners by redeveloping, repositioning and
re purposing real estate in downtown, urban cores to
create more transit-oriented, mixed-use neighborhoods.
Our expansive platform allows flexibility to navigate complex
mixed-use projects and execute the optimal product mix for
each site. Whether its students, young professionals, families
or seniors, we design all aspects of the project from the
units to the amenities specifically for our residents. We are
innovators who stay abreast of local trends and offer units
and amenities finished to the top of that market standard.
We provide a diverse offering of residential development
options including high-rise, mid-rise and garden projects,
as well as mixed-use urban core redevelopments.

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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TC C / H S R M I DAT L A N T I C R E G I O N A L O F F I C E
SERVING THE MIDATLANTIC REGION
FOR 40 YEARS
Established in 1976, Trammell Crow Company’s MidAtlantic
Business Unit specializes in developing or redeveloping office,
healthcare, multifamily, with our residential subsidiary, High Street
Residential; retail, mixed-use and industrial projects in North Carolina,
Washington, DC, Virginia and Maryland. We are consistently ranked
as one of the most prominent developers in the region because of
our commitment to creating and delivering the right product in the
right market for our clients while supporting economic growth for the
communities in which we work and live.
We leverage an unparalleled global real estate network, cutting-edge
technology and best practice processes making customer service our
top priority. As a result of our geographic coverage, development
expertise and capital relationships, we are able to efficiently source,
underwrite, and execute development and investment opportunities
in the MidAtlantic region and across the country. Our experience
and flexibility allow us to develop as a third party for our clients,
as the owner, or in a joint venture with institutional partners and
land owners. Our entrepreneurial culture, programmatic approach,
consistent processes, and strong local experience are leveraged to
deliver superior economic results.

$5.2B
PROJECT
VALUE

25M

SQUARE
FEET

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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TCC/HSR
NORTH CAROLINA

EXPERIENCE
Developed, Invested, Acquired
Office, Industrial, Residential, Mixed-Use

67

PROJECTS

6.8M

SQUARE FEET

NOTABLE PROJECTS:

METRO 63 (750,000 SF)

400H (360,000 SF)

IJL FINANCIAL (670,000 SF)

::: PIPELINE & IN PROCESS
+
+
+
+

400H - Office & Residential (Downtown Raleigh)
Metro 63 - Industrial (750,000 sf) (Charlotte)
Undisclosed - Garden Residential (350 units) (Suburban Raleigh)
Undisclosed - High Rise Residential (Downtown Raleigh)

::: COMPLETED
+ Armstrong
+ Crossroads Dist.
Ctr. I & II
+ Crossroads Dist.
Ctr. III
+ Crossroads
Distribution
Center Bldg 4
+ Equifirst Exp
Forest Park
+ Floyd Smith
Business
Park Bldg 1
+ Forest Park V
+ Forest Park VI
+ Forest Park
+ IJL Financial
Center
(201 North
Tryon)
+ Lexington on
Mallard Creek
+ Microsoft Phases
1&2
+ Pinnacle Business
Park
+ Prosperity Place
Bldg. 1
+ Prosperity Place
Bldg. 2
+ Silverlake III
+ Silverlake IV
+ Silverlake V
+ SunCom
+ The Hearst Tower
(214 North Tyron)
+ Toringdon

+ Urban League
+ Chapel Hill
Commons
+ Commonwealth
Centre
+ Cross Creek Mall
+ Dorchester SC
+ Essex Farms
+ First Colony
+ First Colony III
+ Frederick Towne
Mall
+ Halifax
Plantation
+ Hunt Valley Mall
+ Hunter’s Creek
+ Julington Creek
+ Jupiter Farms
+ Kanawha
Landing
+ Keith Bridge
Commons
+ Lake City
+ Lewandowski
Commons
+ Lowe’s
Transaction
+ MarketPlace
+ Matthews Corners
+ Piedmont
Peachtree
Crossing
+ Portsmouth I
+ Portsmouth II
+ River Ridge Mall
+ Shallowford
+ Sharon Road

Kroger
+ Shops on the
Circle
+ South Park
Mall, NC
+ Southern Lane
+ Techwood Kroger
+ Town Center
Commons
+ Triad Holdings
+ Valley View
Crossing
+ Valley View Mall
+ Wards Crossing
+ Westland Terrace
+ Winchester
Commons
+ Windward
Commons
+ Windward III
+ Winter Haven
Mall
+ Woodbury
+ Cotswold
Professional
Center
+ One South
Executive
+ Two South
Executive
+ Duke Raleigh
Medical Plaza

THE HEARST TOWER (950,000 SF)

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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TC C C O R E D E V E LO PM E N T
C A PA B I L I T I E S
Trammell Crow Company provides comprehensive
real estate services and serves as a trusted
partner to both investor and occupier clients. TCC
manages developments from “dirt to delivery”:
identifying sites, programming options, optimizing
capitalization alternatives, navigating complex
entitlements, incorporating subject matter experts/
lessons learned, and engaging design and construct
professionals to coordinate with our occupiers to
customize and fit-out their space.

ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES
BUILD
- TO SUIT

&

ACQUISITIONS
(EXCESS LAND
VALUE ADDED)

DEVELOPMENT
INVESTMENT

FEE
DEVELOPMENT

With its national scope and comprehensive range
of product types, TCC offers geographic diversity,
capital efficiency and the opportunity to execute
clients’ needs at unparalleled scale and speed.

CAPITAL
PROGRAMS

SPECULATIVE
DEVELOPMENT

&

REDEVELOPMENT

SUSTAINABILITY

CONSULTING
SERVICES

+ Land Acquisition, Site
Reviews & Due Diligence

+ Feasibility &
Economic Analysis

+ Entitlements / Approvals

+ Conceptual Budget
& Schedule

+ Financial Structuring /
Analysis

+ General Contracting
Services (Telford)

+ Planning, Design &
Construction Management

+ Tenant Occupancy
Coordination

+ Environmental Remediation

OUR PROCESS

STEP 1

STEP 2

ESTABLISH
GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

SITE, DUE
DILIGENCE,
FINANCIAL,
& MARKET
ANALYSES

STEP 3
PROGRAMMING
(IDENTIFY
& ANALYZE
ALTERNATIVES)

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

STEP 7

OPTIMIZING
CAPITAL
STRUCTURE

PLANNING
& DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

OCCUPANCY
COORDINATION

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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LIVE
WORK
PLAY
SHOP

M ASTER PL ANNING
& MIXED-USE CAPABILITIES
Trammell Crow Company has a long history of
providing master planning and mixed use solutions
for our partners and clients that offer a sophisticated
blend of private, public and commercial spaces. TCC
provides value by providing customized real estate
solutions that exceed expectations. We can act as a
fee developer for the client, or as a principal investor.

BEST

SITES

A leader in master
planning & mixed-use
development because
of our commitment to
deliver best-in-class
projects on best-inmarket sites.

OUR OPTIMIZED PRINCIPLES
+ Capital Markets Solutions
+ Entitlements and Vertical Development
+ Mixed-Use Master Planning and Consulting
+ Right Density Balance
+ Services/Back-of House Requirements
+ Safe/Attractive Pedestrian Realm
+ Ingress/Egress for Parking
+ Consistent Exterior Architectural Aesthetics
+ Dedication to Place Making
+ Active Integrated Green Spaces

We develop master planned and mixed-use
developments
to
create
multi-dimensional,
pedestrian-oriented places that layer compatible
land uses, public amenities, and commercial
buildings together at various scales and intensities.
This variety of uses allows for people to live, work,
play and shop in one place, which then becomes
a community destination. These types of projects can
take on many forms, including mixed-use business
parks and campuses, vertical mixed-use city blocks,
or mixed-use walkable neighborhoods.

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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Life Sciences Projects

15+

Million SF

$3.8B
Total Cost

LIFE SCIENCES
C A PA B I L I T I E S
Trammell Crow Company began its life sciences and
healthcare program with the singular mission of providing
development and real estate services to hospitals and
healthcare systems. Since then, we have grown to become
one of the nation’s largest healthcare development and
investment firms. Our focus begins with understanding
your mission and objectives and partnering toward
an efficient and cost effective outcome. With the everchanging technological advances in medical research,
we understand that Life Science is about research, safety,
education, and innovative design – this requires maximum
adaptability and flexibility.

We are leaders at executing
design techniques aimed
at minimizing costs and
maximizing value so that
our partners can always stay
ahead of the curve.

THE BENEFITS TCC PROVIDES:
+ Similar Project Experience
+ Exceptional focus given to the client
+ Knowledge and Relationships with local
design and construction professionals
+ Subject Matter Experts
+ Focus on the Built Environment
+ Managing Schedule and Budgets
+ Financial Structure and Coordinated
with Design and Construction

Over the last decade, TCC has developed over $3.8
Billion of Laboratories, Life Sciences, and Healthcare
real estate, totaling more than 15 million square
feet. TCC’s current under development pipeline
is approximately $1.5 Billion of Laboratories, Life
Sciences, and Healthcare real estate. From master
planning to development and ownership, our
comprehensive and creative lab, life sciences and
healthcare real estate services provide our clients
with valuable solutions.

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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R E D E V E LO PM E N T A N D R E - U S E C A PA B I L I T I E S
Redevelopment and re-use solutions are Trammell Crow
Company’s forte. Our experience ranges from redeveloping blighted areas into vibrant active mixed-use
communities to re-use, re-purposing and renovation of
vacant or historic spaces. Through customized real estate
solutions, TCC exceeds the expectations of clients. Having
a variety of uses allows for people to live, work, play,
and shop in one place, transforming it into a destination
for the whole community. These types of projects can take
on many forms, including mixed-use business parks and
campuses, vertical mixed-use city blocks, or mixed-use
walkable neighborhoods.

THE BENEFITS TCC PROVIDES:
+ Capital Markets Solutions
+ Experienced Development Teams
+ Similar Project Experience
+ Exceptional focus given to the client
+ Knowledge and Relationships with local
design and construction professionals
+ Dedication to Place Making
+ Managing Schedule and Budgets
+ Financial Structure and Coordinated
with Design and Construction

TCC is a leader
in redevelopment
and re-use projects
because we are
committed to
delivering best-inclass solutions

66+
Projects

13.9+
Million SF

$2.2B
Total Cost
*Data from 3Q2021

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING
We believe that service and execution make all the
difference to our clients, and we strive to meet our clients
wherever their needs are. We care about delivering great
results – whether you are a long-time owner of affordable
housing, a non-profit, or brand new to affordable
housing, we are here to help you navigate the intricacies
of affordable housing market.

LA PLA ZA
LO S A N G E L E S , C A
Units:

71 affordable units

Partner:

Caesar Chavez Foundation

VER MONT CORRIDOR
LO S A N G E L E S , C A
Units:

Partner:

S T. M AT T H E W ’ S
WA S H I N GTO N, D C
Units:
Partner:

72 (35 units for low-income seniors
aged 62+ 36 units for seniors
experiencing homelessness)

DISTRICT NOHO
LO S A N G E L E S , C A
Units:

311 affordable units

Partner:

Affordable housing developer(s)

Meta Housing, partner and is the
developer providing the housing

SONNET
WA S H I N GTO N, D C

A R M AT U R E W O R K S
WA S H I N GTO N, D C

22 affordable units

Units:

96 affordable units

Units:

65 affordable units

Meadow Partners

Partner:

RREE, Deutsche Asset Management & Wealth Management

Partner:

Metlife Real Estate Investorss

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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C O R P O R AT E R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
WE ARE ALIGNED WITH YOU.

Corporate Responsibility is at the heart of Trammell Crow Company’s
business practices.
The nature of our business ensures that we have a significant impact on our surroundings. With this impact
comes the responsibility to do the right thing for all stakeholders both in our venture and in the community.
Trammell Crow Company’s RISE Values guide our decision making process. By seeking to incorporate the
RISE values in all we do, we serve the communities we work in and our business partners. By listening to the
community, and building the best buildings in the best locations we help neighborhoods move forward.

OUR VALUES ARE
THE FOUNDATION OF
OUR COMPANY

RESPECT

INTEGRITY

SERVICE

EXCELLENCE

Trammell Crow Company’s policy is to do the right thing and to act responsibly in our day-to-day relationships
with customers, partners, employees, communities and all stakeholders. The firm focuses its attention on the
areas where we believe we can make the greatest impact: helping mitigate the impact of the built environment
on climate change; using our talent, energy and resources to improve the quality of our communities and
the lives of others; and helping our people to reach their full potential while providing a safe and ethical
workplace.

TCC continues to build on our foundation of responsible business pillars.
Explore our areas of focus beloaw.
C O M M U N IT Y
I M PAC T

PEOPLE &
C U LT U R E

PHIL ANTHROPY
& GIVING

We are committed to
developing healthy
communities and proactively
align our projects to the
interests of our communities,
stakeholders, investors
and clients.

Our employee journey starts
with our RISE values—
Respect, Integrity, Service
and Excellence. These are at
the heart of our business and
serve as the foundation for
ensuring TCC is a great place
to work.

We are committed to fulfilling
our role as a responsible
corporate citizen by supporting
and adding value to the
communities where our
employees live and work, as
well as the communities where
the need is greatest.

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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COMMUNITY IMPACT
As the nation’s leading commercial real estate development and investment firm, we recognize the impact
Trammell Crow Company has on providing industry leadership that grows in socially responsible ways. We
are committed to developing healthy communities and actively address environmental/sustainable, economic,
health & wellness, social, transportation and governance impacts — aligning our projects to the interests of
the communities in which we develop, our stakeholders, investors, clients and employees.

BUILDING HEALTHY COMMUNITIES

SUSTAINABILITY

Shared advantage starts in the office and extends
to the entire community — where health social,
environmental and economic policies inspire
growth and sustainable practices. By building
healthy communities into every phase of the real
estate process, we transform social responsibility into lasting economic vitality that benefits
the populations we serve. In a joint-effort with
our parent company, CBRE, we are devoted to
the value delivered through the shared advantage
approach to our business. These values complement
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

We have both a responsibility and an opportunity to
minimize environmental impact by influencing the
way buildings are developed. TCC is a leader in
making commercial real estate a more sustainable
industry. We proactively integrate a holistic sustainability strategy at the front end of development.
Our company views sustainability as an intrinsic
component of Class A development.

40

LEED® &
WELL APS
Professionals at TCC

50

MSF TOTAL
LEED® PROJECTS
Delivered and in the Pipeline

We are committed to a comprehensive platform that captures the full benefits of
a sustainable approach for both clients and the communities in which they build.
OUR PLATFORM
Sustainability is at the heart of
our culture and definition of
corporate responsibility. TCC
embraces an evolved, proactive
philosophy toward sustainability. The six components of our
platform include:

ENVIRONMENT
+
+
+

LEED Certification
Measurement & management
of GHG emissions
Energy benchmarking
& disclosure

ECONOMIC
+
+
+
+

Community prosperity
& reinvestment
Employment retention
and growth
Education & technology
Local business support

SOCIAL
+
+
+
+
+

TRANSPORTATION
+
+
+
+

WELLNESS
+
+
+
+
+

Embrace healthy lifestyles
Emphasis on nutrition
and health
Exercise and fitness
opportunities
Workplace balance
and flexibility
Fully integrated culture

Connectivity & access to
public open space
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
Arts & entertainment
Safety and security assurances
Community gathering spaces

Connection to public
transportation
Alternative transit modes
Ride share/bikeshare
and mobility
Anticipation of autonomous
vehicles and vehicle sharing
programs

GOVERNANCE
+
+
+
+

Political involvement
Infrastructure, zoning and policy
Community engagement
and stewardship
Responsible leadership

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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WE DELIVER IN-HOUSE ENVIRONMENTAL EXPERTISE
Environmental Asset Services, Inc. (“EASI”), is subsidiary of Trammell
Crow Company, providing specialized environmental expertise pertinent
to the development, ownership and management of commercial real
estate. Established in 1993, EASI offers a variety of services specific to the
management of environmental issues as they affect commercial real estate.

THE EASI TEAM FOCUSES ON THREE PRIMARY LINES OF BUSINESS:

BROWNFIELD
ACQUISITIONS
& DEVELOPMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

TENANT
INSPECTION
PROGRAM

We assist in preserving and enhancing property
value impacted by environmental pollution.

CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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TRAMMELL CROW COMPANY’S COMMITMENT
TO DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION
Our long-standing Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Initiative is actively led by a 20-person Steering
Committee that includes three members of the firm’s Executive Committee. TCC is constantly striving to
develop and implement new strategies to help “change the game” with respect to all aspects of DEI for our
projects and our people. Candidly, we are proud of the DEI commitments we have made – they align with our
corporate culture, reaffirm our RISE values, and help differentiate us in the marketplace.

This vision and mission act as our ‘North Star’
when it comes to making a significant impact in
the DEI space.

VISION

To create long-term INCLUSIVITY
and DIVERSITY across our
company, our industry,
and the communities that
we serve.

MISSION

To foster a diverse, equitable and inclusive workplace that
upholds our firm’s RISE (Respect, Integrity, Service, Excellence)
values and encourages our employees and partners to demonstrate
leadership in activities that promote our core DEI principles within
our industry and the communities we serve.

TCC is proud to have a DEI steering committee – TCC Together – comprised of three
subcommittees that are focused on moving the needle in our DEI efforts:

COMPANY

Enhance our existing
DEI activities to more
rapidly increase
the diversity of
our company at
all levels and
functions.

COMMUNITY
Establish vehicles
for TCC offices and
projects to engage
in activities that
positively impact
their surrounding
communities.

INDUSTRY

Assume and maintain
a more public stance
as a leader in the
commercial real
estate industry on
matters of diversity,
equity and inclusion.

PHILANTHROPY & GIVING
TCC approaches its commitment to community service and philanthropy with the same enthusiasm
and creativity with which we approach our business.

Our professionals are dedicated to improving the communities where they live and work, and the firm
encourages all employees to build on their passion for assisting those in need. As such, service and volunteerism
remains at the forefront of the company’s corporate accountability agenda.
We recognize that supporting the personal charitable endeavours of employees increases morale, aids talent
retention, contributes to overall job satisfaction and, most importantly, fosters a healthy work-life balance.
TCC makes a significant impact on communities across the United States through the individual and local
efforts of our business units. TCC also offers employees two days paid time off during the year for their
participation in certain volunteer opportunities.
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TCC IN THE COMMUNITY
In markets across the country, TCC projects and team members are engaging in activities that are having
significant, positive impacts in diverse communities surrounding our offices and our projects. Some recent
and current examples of TCC projects that have championed these types of investments are included below:

PROJECT

MARKET

COMMUNITY

INVESTMENT

DESCRIPTION

Armature Works

Washington, DC

Atlas
District

$4,000,000

Dedication of space for a metro entrance;
hospitality work force housing program;
public art program

Technology
Enterprise Park

Atlanta, GA

English Avenue,
Bankhead and
Vine City

$2,000,000

$500K contribution for each of the 4 phases
of the project to fund educational resources
for life science training for the adjacent
inner city communities.

La Plaza

Los Angeles, CA

Chinatown

$2,000,000

Direct, investment in public art in the
Chinatown neighborhood

Brickyard

Los Angeles, CA

Compton

$1,600,000

Neighborhood street repairs, job training
programs, community trees, and local park
improvements.

McMillan

Washington, DC

Ward 5
+ Ward 1

$1,350,000

Investment in healthcare workforce
development program in partnership
with the Community Foundation

Tolleson Logistics

Phoenix, AZ

Tolleson

$500,000

Land and cash donation to local VFW
for new community facility

EXPANDING OUR COMMITMENT
As a part of our ongoing enhancements to TCC’s DEI Initiative, we are developing company-wide policies
through which TCC offices and projects will increase the level of investments we make in diverse communities
each year. Guided by our local offices and project teams, these investment vehicles are designed to connect
TCC people and projects more closely to diverse communities in our local markets, and to encourage activities
that positively impact neighborhoods and residents.
Through this systemic approach, TCC is making a long-term, sustained commitment to investing in diverse
communities, to finding ways to more closely tie our projects to these communities and, to playing an active
role in shaping the future of the real estate industry.
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TCC/HSR DEVELOPMENT TEAM (Full resumes included in the Appendix)
Our team includes experts in sourcing, underwriting, and executing development and investment opportunities
throughout North Carolina and the MidAtlantic Region. Most members of our team have over 20 years of experience
across multiple product types, sizes and geographies.

Campbell Smith
Managing Director
Mid Atlantic BU Leader

DEVELOPMENT & INVESTMENT

Woody Coley (SPOC)
Senior Vice President
Office & Life Science

Josh Dix
National Practice Resource
Residential & Mixed Use

Travis Melvin
Senior Associate
Office, Residential, Life Science
& Mixed Use

DEVELOPMENT M ANAGEMENT

Spencer Brott
Managing Director

Ray Goins
Senior Vice President

Jennifer Dix
Senior Vice President
Office & Mixed-Use

TCC PL ATFOR M RESOURCES

Eric Fischer
Senior Managing Director
National Practice Resource

Thomas Lee
Principal
Head of Capital Markets

Matthew Hill
Principal
Capital Markets - Debt

CBRE PL ATFOR M RESOURCES

Lisa Sher
Senior Managing Director
General Counsel

RISK

MANAGEMENT

NATIONAL LIFE SCIENCE

PRACTICE GROUP
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

LIFE SCIENCE
LEASING GROUP
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TCC/HSR DEVELOPMENT TEAM - ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
Role

Responsibilities

OVERSIGHT
CA MPBELL SMITH

Managing
Director
Mid Atlantic
BU Leader

SPENCER BROTT
Managing Director

Campbell Smith serves as Managing Director and Business Unit Leader for Trammell Crow Company’s (TCC)
MidAtlantic office covering North Carolina, Virginia, Washington DC, and Maryland. He is responsible for the
overall success of the MidAtlantic Business Unit, and his primary areas of focus include setting the strategic
direction of the Business Unit, sourcing and structuring new development opportunities in the MidAtlantic region,
cultivating client and capital partner relationships, and managing the Business Unit’s personnel.
Spencer Brott serves as Managing Director in the MidAtlantic region, he is responsible for overseeing all
personnel on the development management team, supervising the selection and coordination of the design team
and general contractor, contract negotiations, approval and permit process, construction activities and project
close-out of development operations.

DEVELOPMENT & INVESTMENT
WOODY COLEY
Sr Vice President
Office & Mixed-Use

Woody Coley will be the Single Point of Contact relative to contracting with the City, he will also co-lead the
Master-Planning and Preservation of the former Police Station with Josh Dix, and lead the development
of the lab/office building.

JOSH DIX
National Practice
Resource
Residential &
Mixed Use

Josh will have responsibility for managing the day to day execution of the entire development. Additionally, as
national residential practice leader for TCC, Josh will be responsible for direct execution of the residential portion
of the development. Beyond project management, he will play a critical role in sourcing capital, developing a
project design and marketing the project to prospective tenants.

TR AVIS MELVIN
Senior Associate
Office, Residential,
Life Science and
Mixed-Use

Travis will be responsible for market analysis, due diligence and the financial underwriting of the entire
development. He will also play an active role in coordinating with our capital partners and consultants.

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

R AY GOINS
Sr Vice President

JENNIFER DIX
Sr Vice President
Office & Mixed-Use

Ray Goins has over 33 years of real estate development experience with Trammell Crow Company. Ray oversees
all aspects of major development assignments including managing, coordinating and administering projects from
initial concept planning and due diligence to construction, leasing and disposition. He will work alongside Jennifer
in the overall management of the construction process.
Jennifer Dix serves as Senior Vice President at Trammell Crow Company, managing all aspects of the construction
process from design through project close out for projects throughout North Carolina. Jennifer will be essential in
overseeing project teams, directing the preparation of estimates, schedules and cost controls. She manages the
development of architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical plans and specifications
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TCC/HSR DEVELOPMENT TEAM - ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
Role

Responsibilities

PLATFORM RESOURCES
ERIC FISCHER
Sr Managing
Director
Life Science &
Healthcare

THOM AS LEE

Principal and
Head of the
Capital Markets
Group

M ATT HILL

Principal, Capital
Markets Group

LISA SHER

Senior Managing
Director and
General Counsel,
Risk Management

Eric Fischer is a Managing Director in the MidAtlantic region and the national practice leader for healthcare and life
sciences development for Trammell Crow Company. He will provide product expertise and guidance regarding the
development of the lab office component. Furthermore, Eric is critical to the selection of experienced consultants and
guiding building design in order to develop a project that meets capital partner needs.

Tommy oversees the firm’s capital strategies. He will help the MidAtlantic BU shape the deal to ensure that the
capital partner is fully aligned with the City of Durham’s objectives. Tommy will also help maintain capital market
relationships throughout all phases of development.

Matt Hill is responsible for debt capital markets. On this development, he will use 15 years of experience to
negotiate favorable debt terms for each building. This critical step will ensure that the building is setup with a
debt structure to achieve financial success.

Lisa is responsible for all legal affairs related to TCC, including deal structure and risk mitigation. Lisa will
provide oversight of all contracting and legal agreements. As an expert in loan agreements, she will also play an
active role in negotiating with our lenders.
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ADDITIONAL CBRE PLATFORM RESOURCES
Trammell Crow Company is very open to working with the City of Durham to select various team members,
that will most effectively execute this project in alignment with the vision of the City of Durham and TCC. As one
of the largest developers in the U.S., TCC has experience and strong relationships with many firms who could
contribute to the success of this project.
A few team member that TCC would like to introduce is the CBRE National Life Science Practice Group and CBRE
Property Management. These group of experts from around the country will join the development team at the
earliest stages of the process - during programming and design. They bring unmatched experience consulting
both life science building owners and developers as well as life science tenants of all sizes and with all specialties.
Paired with our local leasing team, these experts can provide guidance and input to ensure the building design
and functionality meet the needs of tenants today and into the future.

CBRE NATIONAL LIFE SCIENCE PRACTICE GROUP

NATIONAL LIFE SCIENCE

PRACTICE GROUP

Overall, CBRE has completed
750+ transactions over the last
five years of critical life sciences
space globally and proudly
advise 7 of the world’s 10
pharmaceutical companies.

The CBRE National Life Science Practice Group is a vital part of the
TCC Development Team for Life Science Innovation. CBRE National
Life Science Practice Group has counseled many of the world’s most
advanced life science and technology organizations from start-ups to
multi-national corporations. They are the market leader in Cambridge,
MA, one of the top life science clusters in the world, and an expert on
life science-related real estate issues. The CBRE team beings years of
expertise and connections with many companies who may consider
locating in Durham. Our national platform will partner with CBRE’s
local life science leasing team. Successful leasing of the this project
will require both a national perspective, as well as a Durham based
team to identify companies early in their lifecycle. TCC and CBRE Life
Science will collaborate on every aspect of the development to ensure
that the development is well positioned in the national market place to
attract the best and most innovative companies.

CBRE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Our team is aligned with a
single mission—yours. At the
helm are strong leaders who
not only shape the strategy, but
inspire a sense of purpose in
each person to swiftly propel
our unified team towards your
innovative project.

With CBRE specialists managing more than 2.7 Billion square feet
worldwide, we have streamlined operations, reduced costs, increased
cash flow and strategically positioned assets throughout the most
diverse and challenging markets. We understand that every asset is
unique – with distinct tenants, customized technology and specific
needs. Each and every day, we leverage best practices and real-time
data to maximize building operational performance.
CBRE’s skilled professionals are at the core of our success, sharing
insights and knowledge to develop innovative asset management best
practices and cutting-edge technologies that increase asset values and
enrich service experiences.
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN TEAM
ADAPTIVE RE-USE/PLACEMAKING
Founded in 2016, Evoke Studio Architecture, PLLC. is a Durham,
NC-based full service design practice specializing in architecture,
design-visioning and master planning. Our neighborhoods and
cities are comprised of the infinite stories and histories of humankind
collaged on the spectrum from chaos to calm. Architecture—the tactile
manifestation of narratives—serves as a powerful amplifier of societal
priorities, beliefs and aspirations by preserving the past, reiterating
the present and signifying the future.

LIFE SCIENCE/LAB
Perkins and Will is an interdisciplinary, research-based design firm.
Founded on the belief that design has the power to transform lives and
enhance communities, we collaborate with clients all over the world
to create healthy, sustainable places. Approaching design holistically
from all scales and perspectives, we are urban designers, landscape
architects, architects, interior designers, and identity/storytelling
experts with over 2,600 designers across 20+ studios.

RESIDENTIAL & GARAGE
Headquartered in Atlanta, Rule Joy Trammell + Rubio, LLC (RJTR) is an
architectural and interior design practice recognized for excellence in
master planning, architecture, interior design, and execution of a wide
range of project types including mixed-use, hospitality, multi-family
residential, corporate ofﬁce, and senior living projects. The Principals
have worked closely together for nearly three decades developing
relationships with clients to formulate and realize successful design
solutions in a collaborative and creative atmosphere.

CIVIL ENGINEER
CJT P.A. is a professional Engineering, Surveying and Landscape
Architecture Firm dedicated to turning our clients’ needs into reality.
Formed July 1, 1995 by the consolidation of three smaller professional
firms, the principal owners of CJT are licensed engineers, surveyors
and landscape architects who offer over 100 years of combined
experience in the profession on projects across North Carolina,
particularly in the Triangle Area and surrounding counties.
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R E L E VA N T P R OJ E C T E X P E R I E N C E
3.

Relevant project experience: Respondents should demonstrate their ability to design, construct, operate
and manage projects of comparable size, land-use mix, and complexity by sharing information on previous
projects completed in the past 10 years that illustrate the team’s ability to fulfill the priorities articulated
by City Council. In particular, Respondents should highlight projects completed or under construction that
demonstrate the following characteristics, as aligned with their experience and the component of the
development program to which they are responding (i.e. residential developers will submit residential
projects). The same project may be summited to meet multiple characteristics; for each project, note which
characteristics it fulfills. Please submit no more than six (6) projects total. Individual project descriptions should
be a maximum of two to three paragraphs each, and highlight the respondent’s most relevant previous
experience in delivering projects with the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential developments that include an affordable housing component
Commercial development providing significant space for employment-generating uses
Experience in development of mixed-use urban projects in Durham or in an urban context similar to
Durham
Experience in acting as a master developer and coordinating successful delivery of complex, mixed-use
development projects
Examples of successful public-private partnerships
Experience in developing projects that involved the rehabilitation of a historic structure to productive
use

For all projects submitted as examples of relevant previous experience, Respondents should provide: project
location; project size and program description, including phasing; completion date or expected completion
date; public sector involvement, if any; total project costs and financing structure; and a representative image
(or images) of the project.
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GREENWATER TREATMENT PLANT
(GWTP) REDEVELOPMENT

Affordable
Housing

$

Financial
Performance

Mixed-Use
Development

Signature
Design

Experience with
Non-Profit and
Public Sector

Austin, TX
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Asset Type:

Mixed-Use Redevelopment; Luxury Residential Tower, 439 units,
2 Class AA Office Towers, Hotel Condo Tower, 70K SF of Retail

Size:

4.4 acres | 2.2M SF

Project Cost

$1.1B

Structure

Principal

Schedule:

Commencement 4Q 2014| Completion Q2 2022

TCC was selected at the master developer to redefine the southwest sector of Austin’s
downtown by transforming four city blocks developed in 4 phases, purchased from
the City of Austin into a vibrant, mixed use destination for the Austin community.
TCC partnered with multiple equity firms to finance the project. At completion, GWTP
will represents 2.2 million square feet of office, residential, condominiums, retail
and hotel space. This mixed-use development has reshaped the skyline of Austin,
provides a truly sustainable “live/work/play” environment for generations to come.
Market Acceptance and Economic Success of the Project: NorthShore is the largest
residential tower ever developed in the City of Austin and offers 439 luxury units in
an unmatched location on the shores of Lady Bird Lake in the highly successful and
award winning 2nd Street District. TCC and its partners expect the project to be a
landmark development that raises the bar for future urban residential development
in Austin. In addition, the recently announced lease to Google, Inc. at 500 W. 2nd
Street represents the largest commercial office lease transaction in the history of
downtown Austin. These successes are a testament to TCC’s commitment to downtown
Austin and our ability to execute highly complex real estate development projects that
achieve exceptional results for our tenants, investors and neighbors.

500 W. 2ND ST. | 29-story Office Tower

NORTHSHORE | 38-story Residential Tower
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DENVER UNION STATION
Denver, CO
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Asset Type:

42 Acres Multi-Modal Transportation Facility

Project Cost

$480M

Structure

Fee

Schedule:

Commencement Q2 2009| Completion Q3 2014

The Denver Union Station Redevelopment Project is one of the most comprehensive
and ambitious transit-oriented developments built in the U.S. and the first to
receive LEED certification. TCC acting as Master Developer transformed 42 acres
of former rail yards centered on historic Union Station into a model community
of mixed-use development organized around a multi-modal transportation hub
in an exemplary, sustainable urban environment.
The Denver Union Station Project Authority (DUSPA), a consortium of the Regional
Transportation District, City of Denver, Denver Regional Council of Governments,
Colorado Department of Transportation and private citizens appointed by the Mayor,
was faced with multiple private owners and nearly $481 million in infrastructure
improvements that had to be coordinated and delivered on time and on budget in
order to satisfy contractual requirements associated with private development and
the construction of regional transit lines.
DUSPA hired the Trammell Crow Company (TCC) as the Owner’s Representative to
manage the financing, design and construction of the public infrastructure. TCC
has worked with DUSPA to arrange over $300 million in federal loans, manage
nearly $200 million in various grants, oversee federal eligibility and compliance
requirements, and oversee the design/build team to construct the project within
the budget and schedule. The $300 million in federal loans were comprised
of two $150 million loans: (1) from the Transportation Infrastructure Finance
and Innovation Act (TIFIA) Program; and (2) from the Railroad Rehabilitation &
Improvement Financing (RRIF) Program. Furthermore, various federal and state
grants were applied, for which approximately half will be paid by the transit
organization’s regional sales tax and he balance by the City of Denver through a
special Tax Increment Financing (TIF) district.

URBAN LAND INSTITUTE
2015 GLOBAL AWARE OF
EXCELLENCE

ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD
MOUNTAIN STATES BEST
PROJECT AWARD

DESIGN BUILD INSTITUTE
OF AMERICA
2014 PROJECT OF THE YEAR

TCC addressed several financing, design, schedule environmental and coordination
challenges to ensure that the project was delivered on budget and ahead of schedule.
Upon completion in 2014, the new transit facilities handle more than 200,000 daily
trips as the hub of 140 miles of new commuter rail, light rail, and bus rapid transit
in Denver and the greater metropolitan region of the Front Range in Colorado. An
eight-track rail terminal houses commuter and long-distance rail passengers; a new
light-rail transit station will serve three (3) urban transit lines; and a twenty-two (22)
bay underground bus terminal will host regional, express and local buses. Moreover,
the extensive surface public streets and plazas will connect and catalyze more than
three million square feet of new private development by surrounding land owners.
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LA PLAZA VILLAGE
Los Angeles, CA
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Asset Type:

Mixed-Use Development: 425,000 SF, 355 apartment units
(20% affordable), 43,000 SF of destination and neighborhood
retail, 2,700 SF museum, retail space & teaching kitchen

Project Cost

$181M

Structure

Principal

Schedule:

Commencement: 2014 | Project Completion: 2019

Located in the historic El Pueblo area of Downtown Los Angeles, LA Plaza Village
is a transformative infill transit-oriented development. In 2014, Trammell
Crow Company (TCC) partnered with Cesar Chavez Foundation with its extensive
affordable housing experience, to win an RFP issued by the County of Los Angeles
(ground lessor) and LA Plaza de Cultura y Artes Museum, a Smithsonian Institute
affiliate dedicated to the culture of the Mexican-American experience in Los
Angeles (ground sublessor). The truly unique partnership and meaningful site
created an architecturally significant project celebrating the past while welcoming
a new generation of Angelenos. Upon delivery in 2019, the collaboration was
awarded the 2019 AIA Los Angeles Presidential Building Team Award, and
renowned architecture critic, Francis Anderton, named it one of LA’s 2019 Top 5
Best of Culture Spaces and Places.

The architecture of the complex is modern and lively. Johnson Fain, the architect,
was inspired by both the profound modern tradition of Mexican Modernism and
the present-day vitality of the Mexican American communities in our midst.
Vibrant colors, lush plantings, tiled paving, and spirited graphics come together
to celebrate LA Plaza in the heart of Los Angeles. Bright colored panels draw
attention to entrances and special features of the buildings. Among the project’s
most important design features is the series of public open spaces which create
linkages to the historic neighborhood. A two block-long paseo connects the over
200-year-old La Placita church to the Fort Moore Memorial; an arcade along
Spring Street connects the paseo to the Gateway Plaza facing the Chinatown Gates;
and a tree-shaded courtyard provides a gathering place and outdoor dining areas.

The mixed-use village spans a total of 425,000 SF across two full city blocks,
and has 355 multifamily units, of which 20 percent are affordable. The unit mix
includes studios, and one-, two-, and three-bedroom family-focused apartments.
The project features state-of-the-art residential amenities complemented by
43,000 SF of destination and neighborhood serving retail with CVS as the anchor.
In addition to new residents, restaurateurs and retailers, LA Plaza Village is also
home to LA Plaza Cocina, a 2,700 square foot museum, retail space and teaching
kitchen that is a project of the museum sublessor. The project includes 720 below
grade parking stalls for tenants, patrons, and is inclusive of 150 stalls set aside
for LA County employees who walk to their nearby offices.
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DISTRICT NOHO

Affordable
Housing

Los Angeles, CA
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Asset Type:

500,000 sf, Retail: 100,000 sf, approximately 2,000,000 sf, 1+
acre of publicly-accessible open space, Market-Rate Multifamily:
1,200 units, Affordable Multifamily: 300 units

Project Cost

$104M

Structure

Principal

Schedule:

Commencement Q2 2022| Completion Q3 2022

District NoHo is a 2 million square foot master-planned, mixed-use development
comprised of market rate multifamily units, Class-A creative office, place-making
retail and affordable multifamily units. The project will be developed in up to nine
(9) phases on individual, 99-year ground leases with the Los Angeles Metropolitan
Transit Authority (“Metro”).
District NoHo is located in the North Hollywood (“NoHo”) Arts District of Los Angeles’
San Fernando Valley, a region with over 1.8M residents. The 15.87-acre site is
uniquely situated directly atop the Metro NoHo Station, serving 28,000 daily transit
riders and providing over 1,100 parking stalls. Given the prominence of the site in
Los Angeles’ transit network, District NoHo is an irreplaceable, multi-modal TOD hub
and Metro’s trophy development opportunity.
TCC’s master planning effort centered first on how to orient and design eight
individual buildings and a new integrated transit center such that the project
could be phased without disrupting transit service. TCC’s second key focus was
collaborating with Metro on the public realm and the interface between the
buildings and streetscape to ensure that the project seamlessly integrate with
the surrounding neighborhood and achieves organic activation around the
transit station.
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GEORGIA TECH
TECHNOLOGY ENTERPRISE PARK
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Atlanta’s Inclusive Life Sciences Innovation for a Better Future
Trammell Crow Company was selected through a competitive developer process to be
the Master Developer of a high-profile Mixed-Use Life Sciences District. The Project
is located at Technology Enterprise Park on the Georgia Institute of Technology
campus at the intersection of North Avenue and Northside Drive. It is part of a 16-acre
undeveloped piece of land owned by Georgia Advanced Technology Ventures, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Georgia Tech whose objective is to acquire properties that are
strategic to the growth of Georgia Tech’s overall mission.

Asset Type:

1.6 MSF Mixed Use Life Sciences Development
Phase IA - 374,644 rsf office & R&D Laboratory
Phase IB - 286 unit residential

Major Tenants:

Optimized for Life Science

Cost:

$340M

Structure:

Principal

TCC entered into a Master Development Agreement which gave rights to develop the
entire 16-acre Master Planned Property in five phases (totaling up to 1.6M SF of lab/
office developments and over 600 units of for-rent residential properties).

Schedule:

Commencement Q2 2021 | Completion TBD

The first phase of the development will consist of a Class AA 374,644 rentable SF
speculative laboratory/office tower with structured parking and ground floor retail
(“Phase IA”) and a 286-unit residential development (“Phase IB”)
Phase IA will be developed by a joint venture, consisting of affiliates of TCC and
CBRE Global Investors/CalSTRS, which will lease the property through a 99-year
ground lease. Phase IB will be developed by High Street Residential, a wholly owned
subsidiary of TCC.

Sustainable education and training
program for residents, students, and
teachers in surrounding neighborhoods to
expose them to careers in the biomedical
and life sciences industry.
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400H

Affordable
Housing

Raleigh, NC
Asset Type:

365,000 SF Mixed Use Development
- 150,000 SF of Office
- 242 Residential Units
- 16,000 SF Retail

Project Cost

$175M

Structure:

Principal

Schedule:

Commencement Q3 2021 Completion Q4 2023

$

Financial
Performance

Mixed-Use
Development

Signature
Design

400H is a 365,000-square-foot, 20-story mixed-use development designed by
Gensler Architects. It will include 150,000 square feet of Class A office space,
242 luxury residential units and 16,000 square feet of ground-floor retail space.
Construction will commence in August 2021 and is scheduled for completion in
the fall of 2023.
Located at 400 Hillsborough Street, 400H is at the center of downtown Raleigh’s
four primary districts, including the retail and entertainment district of Glenwood
South, the burgeoning Warehouse district, the State Government Complex and
Raleigh’s traditional downtown office core along Fayetteville Street. 400H is
within walking distance of many shopping and dining destinations, including the
award-winning Union Station, the Morgan Street Food Hall and a Publix grocery
store. The project’s Hillsborough Street location also provides the east-west
connection to North Carolina State University and the State Capital’s Government
Complex.
Distinctive attributes of 400H include 14- to 20-foot floor-to-floor heights,
full-height glass windows, unrivaled parking ratios of 4-to-1,000, and various
branding opportunities based on office tenant square footage. Outdoor seating
is planned for several restaurants located within the retail space and will
complement the pedestrian-friendly neighborhood.
More information of the project can be found at www.400hRaleigh.com.

Premier Mixed-Use Project to Include
Trophy Office, Luxury Residential,
9th Floor SkyHub and GroundFloor Retail Space.
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Financial Capability: Respondents should provide detailed information, in the form of a narrative
description, about their ability to financially fulfill the obligations of the development project. Respondents
should provide the following information:
a.

Information about the Respondent’s history of raising capital, and resources available to complete
this project.

b.

Description of the sources of equity and/or debt Respondent believes will be attracted to investing in
this project.

c.

A statement indicating that the Respondent does not currently and has not had any loans in default
within the past 10 years, and has not filed for bankruptcy, had a project foreclosed on, or faced
government fines. Alternatively, if any of these have occurred, include a description of the actions
and the project-related circumstances in which the actions took place.

d.

Description of any litigation that has been filed against the development team or its members
related to real estate projects during the past 10 years, as well as the outcome of that litigation. If no
litigation has been filed, please include a statement to this effect.

F I N A N C I A L C A PA B I L I T Y
TCC has extensive financial capabilities. Our firm
is a wholly-owned and independently managed
subsidiary of CBRE, whose shares are traded
on the NYSE (“CBG”). CBRE is a Fortune 500
company and has an “investment grade” credit
rating. The combined company of TCC and CBRE
is considered a market leader in every major
line of real estate business – brokerage, capital
markets, sourcing, debt and equity, appraisal, real
estate outsourcing, project management, property
management and development through TCC. TCC
and CBRE are industry leaders specific to financial
position. The combined company’s balance sheet
is recognized as one of the best in the industry.
The company also has substantial cash balances
and only a modest amount of debt. The company’s
market capitalization as of November 2021 was
$35.62 Billion.
Complete financial statements can be found on the
investor relations section of our corporate website,
www.cbre.com.

PROGRAMMATIC CAPITAL
RELATIONSHIPS
+ 50+ national partners
+ $3.1 billion of equity commitments
in the last 5 years
+ $5.6 billion in debt commitments
in the last 5 years

CO-INVESTMENT CAPITAL
PROVIDED BY CBRE
+ $23.8 billion in annual revenue
+ $35.6 billion market capitalization
+ Investment grade balance sheet
+ A Fortune 122 company
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CAPITAL MARKETS
TCC has a dedicated internal advisory team, the Capital
Markets Group, with a primary objective of aligning each
TCC development with the best financing structures available
to meet stakeholders’ criteria. The surety of execution
our capital partners deliver is a top priority for TCC and
a competitive advantage for the developments we pursue.
TCC does business regularly with a deep roster of 28 repeat
capital partners nationally and benefits from strong lender
relationships.
For a project like the 505 W. Chapel Hill Street it is important
that the objectives of our capital partner align with the needs
of our affiliated institution. TCC is not typically a long term
owner of the real estate assets we develop, however our
development capital partner will expect to own the Bioscience
Innovation Center for the long term.

WE DELIVER VALUE BY:
Creating outstanding
risk mitigated
opportunities

STRONG RELATIONSHIPS
with partners that represent capital from
institutional investors, private equity, foreign
capital, and high net worth individuals,
banks, and debt funds

SURETY OF EXECUTION
is a necessary requirement of our capital
partners and is a competitive advantage for
TCC in the developments we pursue

Developers deeply
entrenched in local
markets

SECURE CREDIT
Investment strategies
in a diverse range of
product types

Providing access to
national volume to
meet the needs of our
clients

and strong balance sheet
supported by CBRE Group

DEBT/EQUITY PARTNERS
TCC has an seasoned internal capital markets team that assists with equity investor selection and lender
selection across various asset classes and locations.
With annual development volumes in excess of $2-3 Billion, TCC has established recurring relationships with
many leading investors and lenders, creating a very efficient capital raising process that this project will also
benefit from. Our long history of developing successful real estate projects has enabled our firm to form
strong relationships with leading national and international debt and equity financial partners, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Caryle Group
CBRE Global Investors
Metlife
Meadow Partners
USAA
US Bank
Pacific Life Insurance Co.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JP Morgan Chase
PNC Realty Advisors
Clarion
Prncipal Financial Group
Bentall Kennedy
Wells Fargo
Partners Health Trust

•
•
•
•
•
•

State Farm
Amergy Bank
Pacific Life
IRET
MSD Capital
Diamond Realty Investment
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I N V E S TO R S - L A B /O F F I C E
CalSTRS is TCC’s partner in speculative Life
Science/Office projects including Fulton Labs - a
423,000 SF development in Chicago and a 370,000
SF development in Atlanta’s Central Perimeter
submarket. CalSTRS is one of the largest investor
in CBRE IM funds and we look forward to
continuing this long-standing partnership.

CBRE Global Investors is one of the world’s leading real asset investment
managers with $109.6 billion in assets under management.
Built up over more than 40 years, our distinct platform is focused on real assets,
giving our institutional clients access to real estate and infrastructure in the
Americas, Europe and Asia Pacific. Our clients have access to a complete range
of investment solutions including equity and debt, direct and indirect, and listed
and unlisted strategies.
We believe the best performance comes from putting our clients first. In our
experience, our local market intelligence, proprietary research and active
management enable our experienced professionals to deliver strong results
and exceptional service. As part of CBRE Group, the premier real estate services
platform, we believe we offer our clients a competitive advantage with an enriched
local footprint and market knowledge and access to best-in-class services.

The California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS) provides retirement,
disability and survivor benefits for California’s 950,000 prekindergarten through
community college educators and their families. CalSTRS was established by law in
1913 and is part of the State of California’s Government Operations Agency. As of
February 2017, CalSTRS is the largest teachers’ retirement find in the United States.
CalSTRS is also currently the eleventh largest public pension fund in the world. As
of September 2020, CalSTRS has a portfolio of plan assets worth $258 Billion.
CalSTRS has been investing in life science real estate since 2015 and currently
has approximately $4 Billion invested in life science developments across the U.S.
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I N V E S TO R S - R E S I D E N T I A L
Since forming HSR in 2002, the multifamily division of TCC has had repeated success. As a result, HSR has a
stable of investors who regularly invest in our multifamily developments. Since 2011, when the last development
cycle began, HSR’s diverse and consistent investor base has invested in 35 multifamily projects totaling over
9,000 units with an aggregate value of over $3.2 billion. The list below includes our most consistent investors
with established relationships, economics and deal terms. These investment partners allows HSR the ability to
capitalize new multifamily projects with greater speed, certainty of close and at better economic returns than
our competitors.
In addition to CalSTRS, HSR will present this multifamily opportunity to our relationship investors listed below.

L E N D E R S - L A B /O F F I C E / R E S I D E N T I A L
Since the beginning of 2015, TCC has obtained 118 construction loans totaling over $5.8 Billion in value.
These loans have been for various product types including residential, life science, office and industrial. Below
are a few of our repeat partners.

$806,223,037

$383,531,095

$431,878,338

$231,576,315

$178,600,000

$130,184,516

$275,992,198

$165,657,316

$161,694,266

$120,695,358
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LOANS IN DEFAULT
TCC/HSR does not currently have any loans in default, filed for bankruptcy, had a project foreclosed on or
forced government fines within the past 10 years.

LITIGATION INVOLVEMENT
From time to time, TCC/HSR is involved in litigation incidental to its business. In the company’s opinion, no
litigation to which TCC/HSR is currently a party, if decided adverse to the company, is likely to have a materially
adverse effect on the company’s results of operations or financial condition. Further, it is unlikely that any
litigation will have a materially adverse effect on TCC/HSR’S ability to perform for the City of Durham.
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D E V E LO PM E N T A P P R OAC H
5.

Development Approach: Respondents should provide a narrative statement describing a high-level vision
for the site, including initial conceptions of a potential development program for the site. The content of this
statement will not be used during the evaluation process to qualify respondents, rather these statements
will provide the City with a sense of the respondent’s perceptions about the site’s optimal use. Respondents
should focus their narrative statement on the portion(s) of the development they would control. Based on the
Respondent’s qualifications as a master, residential, and/or commercial developer, the narrative statement
should address the following topics:
a.

Approach to parking and open space

b.

Approach to delivering affordable housing and/or mixed-income housing on site (for residential
developers)

c.

Approach to delivering a mixed-use commercial program on site (for commercial developers)

d.

Approach to the re-using the existing Milton Small building

e.

Approach to community engagement in undertaking the development (e.g. ways to keep the public
involved in the project timeline, how the public will be kept informed on plans for open space and
other public amenities, approach to programming open space).

DISTRICT NOHO
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D E V E LO PM E N T A P P R OAC H
TCC will manage development of the entire site and/
or at the discretion of the city can work on specific project types. To revitalize this site, TCC envisions developing a mixed-use project that includes residential,
lab/office and adaptive re-use of the former Durham
Police Headquarters/Milton Small Building. This will
include significant indoor/outdoor amenities, attractive greenspace, a community center, public event
space, local art installations, pop-up galleries and
other attractions that boost community engagement.
We have assembled an award-winning local development team with extensive experience in large scale
public and private mixed-use projects.
The site will have a signature design, inspired by the
City of Durham, that achieves placemaking within
the life science, office and multi-family development.

Our plan provides the City of Durham with
numerous benefits, including:
+ Maximized parking efficiency for all uses
in one garage, with some at grade parking.
+ Analyzing the financial benefits of
various masterplanned densities and uses to
find the property an economic versus iconic
balance.
+ Connection to the neighboring districts,
and the creation of a meaningful outdoor
dining and event space
+ Incorporate at least 80 units affordable
housing into a market rate multi-family
project without compromising the quality
and experience of any resident.
+ A mixed-use environment with
amplified amenities shared between the
office, life science and residential
+ Preservation of the former Durham
Police Dept/Milton Small Building to
enhance the City of Durham’s Rich Heritage
+ Innovation and community engagement

Our focus
$
PARKING &
GREEN SPACE

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

MIXED-USE
DEVELOPMENT

HISTORIC
PRESERVATION

SIGNATURE
DESIGN

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
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Why settle when extraordinary
may be possible?
VISION, DISCOVERY & PROGRAMMING
Vision, Discovery & Programming are important components of a development. TCC would expect to work
hand in hand with the City of Durham and stakeholders throughout the community to document their wants
and needs. Workshops with key constituents will collect summaries of what matters most to each constituent
or stakeholder. Then, a final session will be facilitated by the Master Developer and attended by representatives selected by the Council and staff. From the compiled feedback received, a 1-2 sentence Vision will be
created that captures the sum of outcomes desired. This Vision will be a communications tool to the public and
a reminder to the design and development team any time a major decision is required. Each decision made
should contribute positively to the established Vision. Subsequent process phases will include:
D I S C OV E R Y - D E T E R M I N E K E Y G OA L S & O B J E C T I V E S

TCC will work directly with the City of Durham and key stakeholders of the community to identify the key
goals and objectives for this project. There are several elements of this project that need to be determined,
and TCC is eager to work with the City to jointly find the best solutions.

The Discovery Phase gathers information that will inform the site plan, community opinions about
the project, possible building orientations, potential building sizes, and likely amenities. TCC will also
strive to fully understand the subtleties in the surrounding community before narrowing the focus:
+ What are the realities of the current condition of the Milton Small Building? What can be preserved
and what must be replaced?
+ How does the neighboring community feel about the re-development of the block which includes the Milton
Small Building? What are the neighboring contexts and how does this development to relate to them?
+ What are relevant codes, entitlement issues, and life safety issues?
+ What is planned elsewhere in the market and how will demand at the development be affected?
+ How will these buildings impact the skyline, views of and views from each building?
+ How will the sun move over the project during the day?
+ Are there site lines and view angles that deserve special attention?
+ What are the inside/outside design considerations to ensure long term utility of each component?
+ Which materiality should be used that is congruent with Durham architecture?
+ Exterior lighting, how can it be impactful, but not invasive to neighborhoods?
+ What is the demand for additional for food, beverage and service retail within the design district?
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VISION-PRELIMINARY CONCEPT

While preserving the essence of the Milton Small Building at 505 W. Chapel Hill Street, we envision a new Design
District Gateway (DDG) that balances private and public uses, providing vitality for pedestrians, utility for life science
innovation, convenience for residents of diverse income levels, architectural distinction, and event programming
to increase its impact more broadly within the District. The DDG is truly an inclusive and welcoming place, a nexus
of creativity, innovation, learning, and living where people create, recreate, and rejuvenate.
E S TA B L I S H T E A M & R E P O R T I N G S T R U C T U R E

TCC sees itself as a partner to the City of Durham throughout this process and expects that the City will
be involved in decision making throughout the Program Development and Design Process. During the
Program Development period, building the relationship as well as communication protocols and reporting
preferences will be important to insure the project gets off to a strong start. Although this may seem like
a soft task, the partnership between TCC Team and the City will be a long one and many long lasting
decisions will need to be made throughout the process. TCC has found that establishing trust, clear lines of
communication and protocols leads to the most successful outcomes.
P R O G R A M V E R I F I C AT I O N ( F E A S I B I L I T Y )

With many variables undetermined, one goal of the Program Development period will be to verify the
program of the vertical and horizontal elements of the project which can include green space, building size,
residential units, retail square footage parking counts etc. TCC will work with the city and the Team, to firm
up those programs and building requirements. A few of these topics include:
+ Which concepts balance economics with iconic?
+ Which concepts best create vitality at the street level?
– Points of ingress and egress- the relationship between pedestrians, commuters, and service vehicles
– Can energetic street frontages be created with a mix of retail, restaurants, boutique fitness, residential,
maker spaces, innovation labs, medical device showcase space. Within the site itself, should the plan
include art alleys, signature open spaces, and elevated amenity decks?
– Incorporate indigenous landscape materials, local murals and art
– Where can outdoor events be hosted?
+ Which concepts best integrate affordable housing with market rate units?
+ Which concepts may bring distinct innovation to Durham that creates new jobs?
+ Validate market demand and acceptance for the contemplated uses and adjust as needed.

With an accurate program in place, the Schematic Design can advance with more accuracy as to the final
design. The time and effort expended prior to the refinement of the program of uses, ultimately saves the
project time and money, as fewer changes result.
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S I T E A N A LY S I S/ D U E D I L I G E N C E

During the Program Development period, TCC will review existing technical studies such as environmental and
geotechnical reports and begin to understand the site specifically as it impacts the design and constructibility of
the new buildings and parking structure. Multiple site/infrastructure issues will be examined, including access,
utilities, security, drainage, pipelines, flood plain, city infrastructure capacities, etc. If additional information is
required, TCC can commission the services of geotechnical consultants in order to perform this study. We will
work with appropriate consultants to understand how site conditions will impact construction methods, detention
requirements, foundation systems and importantly project costs.
Q U A L I F I C AT I O N ( S C H E M AT I C D E S I G N )

After the initial programming and site design phases, the design team will compile all of the required and
desired elements into a set of conceptual sketches. These conceptual sketches, drawings, and BIM model.
This conceptual information will show the relationship between parts in an informal and loose manner. The
schematic drawings may include a number of different iterations or schemes, each having a unique feature
or focus. During this phase we will address the following:

East View M

mary

G

524,143 RSF
79,500 RSF + Is the site plan inviting to the
868,300 RSF

broader community?
Is it pedestrian friendly?

+ Are the contemplated uses
optimizing the benefits of
the location and gateway
295 UNITS
characteristics?

531 UNITS

179,505 RSF+ Will the finished product
200 KEYS

appeal broadly to those
that currently live and work
in Durham, and those that
may consider doing so?

1,571,948 RSF

+ Will the project, as conceived,

3,164,041 GSFdeliver the economic benefits
defined by the Council?

2,763 SPACES
+ Will the design preserve the
Milton Small Building in an
exciting way?

* Initial program of the
Greenwater redevelopment
in Austin, TX
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I M P L E M E N TAT I O N ( D E S I G N D E V E LO P M E N T, C O N S T R U C T I O N D R AW I N G S & C O N S T R U C T I O N )
Schematic design is all about getting ideas on
paper that represent the goals outlined during
programming and fit within the restraints
defined through site planning:

+ Broad goals and larger concepts - site
plan, pedestrian and vehicular circulation,
building sizes, Romer Police Station uses/
key elements to preserve, etc.
+ Finishes are detailed
+ Early conceptual pricing occurs
+ Sustainability concepts
Design Development hones these ideas into
realistic and tangible options:

+ The point at which decisions are made and
concepts are solidified into actions.
+ For the lab building – Structural, mechanical,
vertical circulation, fade articulation, etc.
+ For residential – unit sizes, balconies,
amenity space plans, etc.
+ For the former Police Station – range of uses
at each floor level, determination of that can
be kept vs. replaced or changed

Construction Drawings become the basis of
final pricing:

+ Decisions are made to unresolved issues that
existed during Design Development.
+ Finishes are detailed.
+ Decisions made here eliminate expensive
change-orders after the work begins.
Construction

+ Municipal coordination
+ Contractor coordination
+ Monthly reporting
+ Formal and informal on-site meetings
+ Track actual costs to budget
+ Quality Control
+ Commissioning
Performance Measurement

+ Compare the final results to the original
vision, major objectives and stakeholder
desires.

+ Further pricing estimates are updated

What are the possibilities?
+ Distinction of architecture achieves the objective to be a Gateway to the Durham Design District
+ Pedestrian wayfinding that is inviting to each structure
+ Stimulating art throughout
+ Numerous outdoor terraces
+ Landscape textures that change with the seasons
+ Uses tailored for where Durham is headed as a City (Lab building, higher density residential,
incorporating affordable units seamlessly, an activated preservation of the Police Station that invites
the public, the creative class, and other community sectors daily
+ An ecosystem, that while not entirely self-sufficient, can offer residents, employees, and neighbors
with convenience, inspiration, vitality, and utility in ways that extend community benefits beyond the
boundaries of the site
+ Quarterly programming that is respectful of all walks of life, inviting to the broader community,
and creative as a form of entertainment
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A Vibrant Sense of Place
APPROACH TO PARKING AND OPEN SPACE
We expect to meet any parking requirements
aligned with the uses we construct on the site. This
is likely to contain a combination of surface parking
and structured parking on the site. The positioning
of parking will designed to be efficient and easily
accessible to the associated uses, which may lead
to parking being provided at multiple locations on
the site.

Open space is a critical component to creating a
vibrant sense of place. We will be flexible in our
approach designing open space, which could include
a collection of pocket parks, balconies, outdoor
terraces, walking paths, gardens, courtyards, public
art exhibits, etc. Our aim is to lead with the desires
of the community and reverse engineer into design
and placement.
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APPROACH TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING
AND/OR MIXED-INCOME HOUSING

Our residential development will focus on equitable designs for both market rate and affordable units, wellness,
community, and sustainability. The thoughtful location of restaurant and retail services with the Milton Small Building
and possibly ground level bays within the residential buildings will provide convenience and lifestyle benefits to
those living and working within the Design District Gateway. Combining the amenities, and services with generous
green spaces will allow the project occupants and the broader communities to recharge, relax and connect here.
We understand the project requires developing at least 80 units for residents at 60% of Area Median Income.
The affordable housing component will be integrated into the market-rate product and not be a standalone
development. Our overall focus for this development is cohesion and that also applies to the housing we develop
on the site. Providing affordable housing goes beyond the four walls of a home to also include how an affordable
tenant interacts with and feels inside the developed area. This includes, but is not limited to, retail options on the
site, target programming for the community / public space, amenities, transportation, etc. While we want this site
to be a destination for broader Durham residents we also want tenants to feel safe, comfortable and appreciated.

wellness, mindful living,
sustainability and inclusive
innovation
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APPROACH TO MIXED-USE COMMERCIAL PROGRAM

A Next-Generation
MIXED-USE Innovation Center
The goal of TCC’s development team at 505 W Chapel Hill Street is to create a truly mixed use urban environment, a community of life science innovators and residents that add value to Downtown Durham and the lives of its
neighbors, elevating the Design District community and contributing to Durham’s reputation as one of the premier
life science hubs of the Southeast. We strive to do so while making the preservation of the Milton Small Building a
celebration of architectural achievement through it re-purposed use to bridge public and private interests.
Incorporating connected residential options into the design will attract the best and brightest residents but also
forward-thinking companies that want to leverage the active, inclusive and accessible environment to attract top
talent. Serving the needs of vital downtown employees whose income falls short of the AMI averages will offer quality and convenience at more affordable occupancy costs.
The advancements in life science and the industry’s ability to translate academic breakthroughs into commercial
opportunities has been remarkable over the past twenty years, resulting in improved overall global health and
better patient outcomes. From a therapeutics perspective, the pace of discovery has rapidly increased largely due
to breakthroughs in genomics and the tools scientists have at their disposal in the lab; however, collaboration,
globalization and efficient commercialization processes have significantly contributed to the explosive growth in life
sciences signaling a shift from a big pharma-centric industry to one where innovation is driven by entrepreneurs
and earlier stage companies.
Rapid growth of the industry, along with the evolution of space needs, has impacted the way in which companies
view their lab environment. With this development comes the opportunity to re-examine the space in which discovery flourishes and the opportunity to design from scratch a real estate solution that best nurtures and supports entrepreneurs and the life science industry. The life science components of 505 W. Chapel Hill Street will be enable the
formation of a micro-ecosystem within the development conducive to help support the growth of early stage companies that will in turn attract the large companies looking for new technology and a sophisticated scientific labor pool.
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APPROACH TO THE
FORMER POLICE
STATION/
MILTON SMALL
BUILDING

+ Prioritize elements to preserve
vs. opportunities to re-purpose
+ Honor his past work with
a gallery
+ Energize the pedestrian
experience.
+ Discuss the desire to carry Milton
Small themes into other
building designs.
+ Discuss exterior wall murals on
the large brick facades.
+ Acknowledge when design
elements can be replaced
if logical for life safety,
sustainability, comfort.
+ Consideration of covered
terraces in some locations vs.
full glazing as shown in
numerous photographs.
+ Consider how respectful
modifications to the design can
be inviting to the public.
+ Inspire future generations

Preserve
& TRANSFORM
CITY OF DURHAM - 505 W. CHAPEL HILL STREET
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The Design District Gateway
APPROACH TO COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
We welcome the opportunity to share periodic updates with special interest groups and the public by providing/
maintaining a website and holding presentations as well as public meetings. We would like to learn best
practices from your previous project and any areas of improvement.

DELIVERING ON THE CITY OF DURHAM’S GOALS

EXPAND
ACCESS

CHAMPION
INNOVATION

UNLEASH THE
POTENTIAL

CULTIVATE
WELL-BEING

ELEVATE THE
COMMUNITY

CONNECT
GLOBALLY
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SUGGESTED GUIDING PRINCIPLES
As detailed in the Company Overview section of this proposal, TCC’s culture is grounded in our RISE values –
Respect, Integrity, Service and Excellence – which drives our commitment to developing healthy communities and
improving the quality of lives within the greater community. We develop real estate in a way that goes well beyond
the four walls of any building and we recognize the neighboring community, the entire Life Science community,
and the greater Durham community as stakeholders in this project. We have a strong appreciation for Durham’s ’s
cultural strengths and values and we are confident that aligning with the Council, the City Staff, and the surrounding
community to build a leading center for inclusive innovation will result in positive outcomes for all stakeholders.
The following guiding principles relating to all components of the proposed mixed-use development have been
strategically designed so that if pursued with integrity will never solely benefit a single stakeholder but rather elevate
outcomes for multiple stakeholders thus reinforcing our vision for 505 W Chapel Hill Street, possibly to become
known as the Design District Gateway (DDG):

B E A GOOD
N E IGH BOR .

E LE VATE TH E
C OM MU NIT Y.

Invite community engagement. Program
inclusive events.

Design the ground level experience of
the project to promote fluid connection
between the City of Durham and
surrounding communities, provide
workforce training opportunities, and
provide 80 affordable housing units within
the residential project.

HAR N E SS TALE NT
AN D C U LTU R E .

LE V E R AGE DU R HA M
IN STITUTION S .

BU ILD AN
EC OS YSTE M .

Promote the strengths of Durham’s
educational institutions culture by
promoting student, teacher, and administrator residency and utilization of onsite
retail, public spaces and event spaces,
specifically creating an outreach program
for student-lead organizations that focus on
inclusion, equity, accessibility and diversity.

Foster strategic alliances with Duke,
Durham Tech, RTP, Duke Medical, etc. to
address social and environmental issues
thus creating the opportunity for interactions that could potentially result in
economic development opportunities for
the city and region.

Design and build premier high-tech
lab-ready projects with experiences and
amenities that appeal to all life science
verticals, secure lab co-working operators
with maker-space incubators, and design
the project in a way that maximizes ability
for companies to grow within the project.

B E A GOOD PAR TN E R .
TR E AT OTH E R S A S W E
WOU LD WANT TO B E
TR E ATE D.
Every suggestion is a good one. Every voice
should be heard. Make processes inclusive.
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scorecard
T C C/ H S R , W E C H E C K A L L
T H E H I G H LY A D VA N TAG E O U S
BOXES

MASTER DEVELOPER
QUALIFICATIONS
At least one employee in
a leadership position with
a minimum of 15 years’
experience in overseeing
complex developments, who
will be substantially engaged
in delivery of this project
Participated in two or more
public-private partnership
where the Respondent served
as the lead developer

RELEVANT PROJECT
EXPERIENCE

FINANCIAL CAPABILITY

Delivered at least five large
developments that required
coordination across different
uses, in Durham or another
similar urban context

Past ability and capacity to
secure appropriate project
financing for at least five
completed large mixed-use
development projects in an
urban setting

Participated in two or more
public-private partnerships

No litigation or loan defaults
in the past 10 years

Experience in leading
a project involving the
rehabilitation of a historic
structure to productive use

At least two letters of
interest and/or support from
certified lenders and/or
equity partners

Demonstrated a strong
commitment to gathering and
respecting community input
in at least two large, urban
redevelopment projects
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RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPER
QUALIFICATIONS
At least one employee in
a leadership position with
a minimum of 10 years’
experience in affordable
housing and/or mixed-income
residential development, who
will be substantially engaged
in delivery of this project

RELEVANT PROJECT
EXPERIENCE

FINANCIAL CAPABILITY
Past ability and capacity to
secure appropriate project
financing for at least three
completed large residential
projects in an urban setting

Participated in at least
three mixed-income or
100% affordable residential
developments space in
Durham or another similar
urban context

No litigation or loan defaults
in the past 10 years

Participated in at least one
public-private partnership

At least two letters of
interest and/or support from
certified lenders and/or
equity partners

Experience in leading
a project involving the
rehabilitation of a historic
structure to productive use
Demonstrated a strong
commitment to gathering and
respecting community input
in at least two large, urban
redevelopment projects

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPER
QUALIFICATIONS
At least one employee in
a leadership position with
a minimum of 10 years’
experience in commercial
mixed-use development, who
will be substantially engaged
in delivery of this project

RELEVANT PROJECT
EXPERIENCE
Delivered at least three
commercial projects
comprising retail, office,
or lab space in Durham or
another similar urban context
Participated in at least one
public-private partnership
Experience in leading
a project involving the
rehabilitation of a historic
structure to productive use

FINANCIAL CAPABILITY
Past ability and capacity to
secure appropriate project
financing for at least three
development projects in an
urban setting
No litigation or loan defaults
in the past 10 years
At least two letters of
interest and/or support from
certified lenders and/or
equity partners

Demonstrated a strong
commitment to gathering and
respecting community input
in at least two large, urban
redevelopment projects
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EQUA L B USINESS OPPORTUNIT Y PROGR A M
6.

Equal Business Opportunity Program (Completion of Required Forms): It is the policy of the City to
provide equal opportunities for City contracting for persons who own underutilized businesses doing business
in the City’s Contracting Marketplace. It is further the policy of the City to prohibit discrimination against any
firm in pursuit of these opportunities, to conduct its contracting activities so as to prevent such discrimination,
to correct present effects of past discrimination and to resolve complaints of discrimination. This policy applies
to all professional services categories.
The goals are 0% M/UBE and 0% W/UBE for this request. In accordance with the Ordinance, all proposers
are required to provide information requested in the Professional Services Forms package included with this
request. The UBE Participation Documentation is required of all proposers. Complete the form with the prime
proposer’s information and sign, even when there is no UBE participation. If your firm chooses to include
minority/women business participation, the Letter of Intent to Perform as a Sub- Consultant document is also
required with the proposal. Proposals that do not contain the appropriate, completed Professional Services
Forms may be deemed non- responsive and ineligible for consideration. The “Request to Change UBE
Participation,”and “UBE Goals Not Met/Documentation of Good Faith Efforts” forms are not applicable at this
time.
The Equity & Inclusion Department is responsible for the Equal Business Opportunity Program. All questions
about Professional Services Forms should be referred to Deborah Giles or other department staff at (919)
560- 4180.
At this stage in the City’s disposition process, the Respondent is asked to complete the following forms
found in the Professional Services Forms Appendix (please mark N/A when appropriate, if any information
requested, e.g. references to contract value or completion dates, is not known at this time):
•
•

Participation Documentation Form
Letter of Intent to Perform as a Sub-Consultant (Only if you are using a certified minority and/or
women firm)
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MINORITY AND WOMEN OWNED
BUSINESS (MWBE)
TCC has a long and successful track record with
supplier diversity and workforce hiring/training
efforts in projects across the country. A recent
example of this work was with a confidential tech
client that chose to implement MWBE contracting
goals on a large-scale project. TCC led the project
through a successful process that resulted in more
than 20% of the project’s available spend being
awarded to MWBE contractors. This commitment was
voluntary and there were no governmental mandates
or requirements for any level of MWBE spend.

MWBE CASE STUDIES:
C A P S TO N E | AU S T I N, T X
TCC went through steps to go from 0% to 15% on MWBE participation and with
a target for 30% for phase 2. Making the requirements clear to the General Contractor to hire a percentage of MWBE vendors and subcontractors, ensured that
we maximized diversity on the project. A few times TCC recommended a qualified
minority firm even though they were not the lowest bidder.

Asset Type:

3.0M SF Office Campus

Budget:

Confidential

MWBE Goals:

20% of Total Cost, 16% MWBE Achieved,
Phase 2 - 30% Goal
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MWBE CASE STUDIES:
C U LV E R C R O S S I N G S | C U LV E R C I T Y & LO S A N G E L E S , C A
The project goals for Culver Crossings is a minimum 20% participation of MWBE consultants with the intent to strive for 30%
participation. The project is currently on track to meet this goal.
Asset Type:

519,000 SF Master Campus Office plan

Budget:

209,500 (Culver City approved budget)

MWBE Goals:

20% minimum - focus on 30%

Apple Confidential–Internal Use Only

V E R M O N T C O R R I D O R C O U N T Y | LO S A N G E L E S , C A
Developing projects that have a direct positive impact on the tenant (Department of Mental Health), the clients they serve (the
homeless population and those who need access to mental health support), the local community (via the new peer center and
wellness clinic, the YMCA community center, and by focused hiring on both local and disadvantages workers) is the rewarding
benefit of being a developer- we strive to develop better communities. This project’s goal was to obtain 30% local hire and
10% disadvantage hire. Our successful implementation plan exceeded its goals by providing 45% local hire, over 18%
disadvantaged, and a 20% project MWBE for the project.
Asset Type:

468,000 SF Office

Budget:

$300M

MWBE Goals:

Local 43% and Targeted Worker 28.12%

S H O P S AT D A KO TA C R O S S I N G | WA S H I N G TO N , D C
TCC partnered with two local minority-owned developers for the creation of Shops at Dakota Crossing, a 430,000 SF retail
center anchored by Costco and Lowe’s Hardware. Fort Lincoln New Town Corporation and CSG Urban Partners worked with TCC
to create this master-planned urban retail node.
Asset Type:

430,000 Retail Center

Budget:

$59.2M

MWBE Goals:

City requirement for 40% MWBE participation. MWBE Achieved: 40% and
managed process closely with Project’s General Contractor

D E PA R TM E N T O F G E N E R A L S E R V I C E S ( D G S )

WA S H I N GTO N, D C
DGS signed a 240,000 SF lease in the project, and the remained of SF is ground floor retail. TCC led the Project’s design for the
partnership as a fee developer, and represented the partnership as leasing representative. Construction commenced April 2021
and TCC is managing construction process and tenant improvement build out for DGS, including tracking of MWBE participation.
Asset Type:

258,500 SF Office

Budget:

$150.2M

MWBE Goals:

City requirement for MWBE participation on min. of 50% of the Tenant Improvement budget. MWBE Achieved: 51% of $37.2M TI Budget $19M 13% of Total
Project Budget.
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TECHNOLOGY | METRICS | TRAINING

OUTREACH AND
ADVOCACY
Partner with diversity councils
and communities to engage
diverse suppliers. Internally
champion, support the
supplier diversity value
proposition
+ Participate in
matchmaking sessions
+ Quarterly supplier
diversity summits
+ Develop Supplier
Diversity Champions

DEVELOPMENT

OPPORTUNITY

Strategically invest in
mentorship, sponsorship and
or capacity building for high
potential diverse suppliers

Intentionally include diverse
suppliers in sourcing and
work order opportunities

+ Partner with diversity
councils for training
+ Technical training for
supplier teams

+ Include diverse suppliers
in all RFx opportunities
+ Provide searchable
database of creditable
diverse suppliers

+ Provide financial
support

+ Explain our business
to suppliers
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CAMPBELL SMITH
MANAGING DIRECTOR
BUSINESS UNIT LEADER | MIDATLANTIC
CSMITH6@TRAMMELLCROW.COM

Campbell Smith serves as Managing Director and Business Unit Leader for Trammell Crow
Company’s (TCC) MidAtlantic office covering North Carolina, Virginia, Washington DC, and
Maryland. He is responsible for the overall success of the MidAtlantic Business Unit, and his
primary areas of focus include setting the strategic direction of the Business Unit, sourcing
and structuring new development opportunities in the MidAtlantic region, cultivating client
and capital partner relationships, and managing the Business Unit’s personnel.

RELEVANT DEVELOPMENTS
400H (Raleigh)
360,000-SF mixed-use development
888 16TH STREET
150,000 SF trophy office
OLD TOWN VILLAGE FAIRFAX
192,000 SF office, retail and
public-use space
DULLES STATION
180,000 SF Class A office
MILESTONE BUSINESS PARK IV
160,000 SF Class A office
MILESTONE BUSINESS PARK V
170,000 SF Class A BTS office
for Digital Receiver Technologies
KING ABDULLAH ACADEMY
300,000 SF K-12 school
HIGH STREET RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENTS

Campbell has worked for TCC since 2002 and has been active in the MidAtlantic market
since 2005. He has experience across a range of product types – including multifamily for
High Street Residential, TCC’s residential subsidiary; office, and healthcare – as well as deal
structures – including speculative projects, build-to-suits and fee developments. Campbell
has developed a strong network of relationships in the MidAtlantic market and is involved in
several industry and community organizations and boards.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Trammell Crow Company – Washington, DC – 2002 to Present
MidAtlantic Business Unit Leader, 2019 to Present
Managing Director, 2018 to Present
Principal, 2010 to 2018
Vice President, 2006 to 2009
Senior Associate, Corporate Development, 2002 to 2005

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Advisory Board, Children’s Hospital Foundation
President, NAIOP DC/MD Chapter
Member, NAIOP, Northern Virginia Chapter
Member, Urban Land Institute

EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS
Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, MBA
Duke University, Bachelor of Arts summa cum laude, Economics and History

ARMATURE WORKS
830,000 SF retail, apartment,
condominium and hotel
redevelopment

THE DALTON
270-unit luxury apartment
THE MADISON
360-unit high-rise apartment
CENTURY
55-acre redevelopment; 176
townhouse units, 300 apartments
400,000 SF of commercial space
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ERIC FISCHER
MANAGING DIRECTOR
T: 202.337.1025
efischer@trammellcrow.com
Mr. Fischer is a Managing Director with Trammell Crow Company and is an integral part
of the company’s comprehensive healthcare development management and investment
strategy for key national relationships and initiatives. He serves as a national healthcare
product specialist for the firm, keeping healthcare development teams across the country
stay abreast of national trends and best practices. Additionally, he directly oversees
TCC’s MidAtlantic health and life science developments, which currently include the
notable 1.0 million square-foot McMillan Redevelopment and MedStar Georgetown
University Hospital’s 970,000 square-foot Medical and Surgical Pavilion.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS
MEDSTAR HEALTH
Master Campus Planning and
Development - 225,000 SF
Hospital Development and
Renovation - 970,000 SF
Ambulatory Care Planning and
Development - 436,000 SF

Mr. Fischer has held various leadership positions in investment management within
the healthcare industry since 1986. Prior to joining Trammell Crow Company, Mr.
Fischer led his consulting practice, Fischer Advisory Partners, through the development
of a national healthcare energy platform for US Power and also worked on services
syndication for the private funding initiatives of hospitals in the United Kingdom and
Germany. Mr. Fischer also served as Healthcare Realty Trust’s Senior Vice President of
Development and Investment. Mr. Fischer was an integral part of Healthcare Realty
Trust’s rapid growth to a $2.1 Billion real estate investment trust. Mr. Fischer began
his career in healthcare administration and public finance, where he held various key
treasury and analytical business development roles.

WASHINGTON ADVENTIST
HOSPITAL MEDICAL PAVILION
AT WHITE OAK
173,000 SF on-campus and
interconnected medical arts
pavilion with a primary focus
on comprehensive came and
oncology services

Currently, Mr. Fischer serves as Chairman Emeritus for the Urban Land Institute’s
Healthcare & Life Sciences Council, as well as numerous Board and civic groups.

MCMILLAN REDEVELOPMENT
Master developer for 1.1 million
SF of health and life science
facilities located in Washington,
DC’s education and health and
life sciences corridor

Fischer Advisory Partners
President

PRINCETON MEDICAL ARTS
FACILITY
163,000 SF on-campus Medical
Arts Pavilion

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Chairman Emeritus & Co-Founder, ULI Healthcare & Life Sciences Council
Advisory Board, Healthcare Real Estate Insights
Board Member and Trustee, Annapolis Maritime Museum and Education Center
Board Member, YMCA
Board Member, Acacia Medical Group
Member, Greater Washington Board of Trade

FOREST MEDICAL PLAZA
95,000 SF Class A, on-campus
comprehensive outpatient office
building
GREENSPRING CENTER FOR
ORTHOPEDIC EXCELLENCE
75,000 SF Class A, outpatient
surgery and orthopedic center

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Trammell Crow Company – Washington, DC – 2005 to Present
Managing Director
Principal

Healthcare Realty Trust
Senior Vice President & Chief Investment Officer

EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS
State University of New York Maritime College, Bachelor of Science, High Honors,
Mathematics Minor, Economics
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JOSH DIX
PRINCIPAL
T: 202.337.1025
jdix@trammellcrow.com
As a Principal of Trammell Crow Company, Mr. Dix oversees mixed-use, multi-family
and condominium projects in the MidAtlantic and provides strategic review of residential
projects company wide. He serves as a national multifamily content leader for the firm,
keeping residential development teams across the country abreast of national trends
and best practices. Mr. Dix has over 23 years of experience working on large scale
development, construction, and finance projects in the District of Columbia, Maryland
and Virginia.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS
REED STREET
350-unit residential project
VALO
221-unit mixed-use residential
project

ARMATURE WORKS
2.5 acre development project;
780,000 SF mixed-use
SONNET
288-unit luxury residential
project

THE DALTON
270-unit luxury residential
project

UNION ROW
267-units, 26,000 SF retail
CHASE POINT
107-unit luxury residential

Mr. Dix is primarily responsible for the acquisition, financing, and budgeting of multifamily development projects as well as the underwriting and analysis of potential
projects. He is involved in site selection, site planning, property-specific development
decisions and works in conjunction with Trammell Crow Company’s capital markets
group to raise debt and equity capital. Mr. Dix also participates in asset management
selection, tactical planning and strategic marketing for mixed-use, multi-family and
condominium projects in the MidAtlantic.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Trammell Crow Company – Washington, DC
Principal
PN Hoffman, Inc. – Washington, DC
Vice President, Acquisitions and Development
The Clark Construction Group, Inc. – Bethesda, MD
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Member, District of Columbia Building Industry Association (DCBIA)
Member, National Multifamily Housing Council (NMHC)
EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS
University of Maryland, MBA
Lehigh University, BS, Civil Engineering

project

LOT 31
250-units in two towers,
40,000 SF retail
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JENNIFER DIX
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
JDIX2@TRAMMELLCROW.COM

Jennifer Dix serves as Senior Vice President at Trammell Crow Company, managing all aspects
of the construction process from design through project close out for projects throughout
North Carolina. Jennifer previously supported TCC’s Washington DC developments, before
relocating to North Carolina in 2021.
Jennifer effectively oversees project teams, directing the preparation of estimates, schedules
and cost controls. She manages the development of architectural, structural, mechanical and
electrical plans and specifications. Jennifer also develops and maintains successful customer
relations at a senior level with consultants, architects, owners and clients.
RELEVANT DEVELOPMENTS
METRO63 (Charlotte)
750,000 SF industrial development

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Trammell Crow Company – Washington, DC – 1999 to 2021 and North Carolina – 2021
to Present
Senior Vice President

400H (Raleigh)
360,000-SF mixed-use development

Turner Construction Company – Washington, DC – 1997 to 1999
Project Manager

NATIONAL SQUARE (DC)
360,000-SF Class A office
SENTINEL SQUARE I, II & III (DC)
1,300,000-SF, 3-Phase Class A
office buildings; LEED® Gold
THE SHOPS AT DAKOTA
CROSSING (DC)
Costco and Lowes anchored
shopping center with 130,000 SF

The Clark Construction Group – Washington, DC – 1994 to 1997
Project Manager

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Member, NAIOP DC|MD
Member, NAIOP Northern Virginia Chapter
Member, USGBC
Member, DCBIA

of additional retail shops

FAA SW REGIONAL HQ (Fort
Worth, Texas)
380,000-SF Class A office

EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS
Catholic University of America, BS, Architecture
LEED® Accredited Professional

1625 EYE STREET (DC)
400,000-SF Class A office
PATRIOTS PLAZA (DC)
985,00 SF Office
5-level garage; LEED® Silver
EB&OM & LEED® Gold
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WOODY COLEY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

WCOLEY@TRAMMELLCROW.COM

Since rejoining Trammell Crow Company’s MidAtlantic Business Unit team in 2018, Woody
Coley has been leading our efforts to re-establish a development presence in the Raleigh/
Durham metro and Charlotte markets. Previously, he spent 27 years in Florida with Trammell
Crow Company, rising to Senior Managing Director/Principal and member of the Operating
Committee. He enjoyed both local development and BU leadership roles, as well as national
assignments with Corporate Services.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
CONSULTANT TO RESEARCH
TRIANGLE PARK FOUNDATION
FOR HUB RTP (Raleigh)
44-acre mixed-use
development

DUKE CENTRAL CAMPUS
UNIVERSITY
Master Planning
METRO 63 (Charlotte, NC)
400H (Raleigh)
360,000-SF mixed-use
development

DARDEN RESTAURANT
GROUP (Tampa, FL)
481,500 SF Corporate
Headquarters/ Restaurant
Support and Data Center Campus

While in Florida, Woody built over 2.4 million SF, including a 306,000 square foot, 15-story
office tower and substantial work for Darden Restaurant Group involving the disposition
of a 12 building complex, acquisition of a new site, then the coordination of the planning,
design and budgeting of their new 450,000 SF HQ Restaurant Support Center. This was the
first corporate asset in Florida to achieve LEED Gold certification. For ten years with Woody
in his leadership position, Trammell Crow Company was the leading industrial developer in
Central Florida.
During his tenure in Florida, the firm ranked in the Top 3 annually for brokerage and
management statewide, representing many of the state’s leading firms, while serving many
institutional investors as well. At its peak, the Florida operation employed over 400 people
and managed over 40 million square feet. Additionally, Woody led a multi-disciplined team
performing corporate services. Clients added through Woody’s efforts included Chubb
Insurance, BB&T, Lilly, SunTrust, and Wamu in addition to the firm’s extensive list of corporate
clients.
Mr. Coley has served as the Past President of the NAIOP Central Florida chapter, as a member
of the Vestry of All Saints Episcopal Church, and as a Board member of the Mid-Florida
Economic Development Commission, Central Florida Junior Achievement, Trinity Episcopal
School in Winter Park, and Episcopal High School in Alexandria Virginia. Mr. Coley graduated
from UNC – Chapel Hill with a BA-Economics and also played basketball for coaching
legend Dean Smith, where he was twice recognized as the team’s most inspirational player.

OTHER WORK
Real Estate Consulting for Research Triangle Park Foundation
Consulting for the NC Governor’s office
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TRAVIS MELVIN
SENIOR ASSOCIATE
TMELVIN@TRAMMELLCROW.COM

Travis Melvin serves as a Senior Associate with Trammell Crow Company, where he is
responsible for identifying, analyzing, and originating ground-up development and valueadd investment opportunities. Travis is also engaged in market analysis, underwriting, due
diligence, financial modeling, capital structuring, leasing, and asset dispositions. Additionally,
Travis is responsible for preparing various reports for internal approvals and third-party
equity and debt providers.

RELEVANT DEVELOPMENTS
MCMILLAN
1,000,000 SF healthcare
portion of the McMillan
redevelopment

MEDICAL PAVILION AT
NATIONAL HARBOR II
93,000 SF medical office
building

MEDICAL PAVILION AT
WHITE OAK
170,000 SF medical office

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Trammell Crow Company – Washington, DC
Senior Associate
Hudson Advisors (Lone Star Funds) – Dallas, TX / New York City
Vice President
Wells Fargo Securities – Charlotte, NC
Investment Banking Analyst
Non-Agency MBS Trader

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Founder, J.R.R. Scholarship Foundation, Inc.
Member, Urban Land Institute
Member, NAIOP DC|MD Chapter
Alumni Ambassador, Stanford Graduate School of Business

building

EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS
Stanford Graduate School of Business, Stanford, CA, MSM
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC, BSBA
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PA R T I C I PAT I O N D O C U M E N TAT I O N F O R M
(TO BE COMPLETED BY PRIME CONSULTANT/CONTRACTOR ONLY)
Names of all firms Location
Project (including
prime and
subconsultants/sub
- contractors)

UBE
Firm
Yes/No

Nature
of
Participation

Trammell Crow
Company

Yes ( ) No ( X )

Master Developer

Raleigh/Durham

% of Project
Work

Yes ( ) No ( )
Yes ( ) No ( )
Yes ( ) No ( )
Yes ( ) No ( )
Yes ( ) No ( )
Total

Josh Dix
Name - Authorized Officer of Prime Consultant/Contractor Firm (Print/Type)

Signature - Authorized Officer of Prime Consultant/Contractor Firm

Date: 11/5/2021
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LET TER OF INTENT
TO P E R F O R M A S A S U B C O N S U LTA N T
The undersigned intends to perform work in connection with the above project as a UBE:
X Minority (African American, American Indian, Asian or Hispanic)
□

□ Woman

The UBE status of the undersigned is certified if identified as HUB certified by the N.C. Department of
Administration HUB Office, minority or women certified by the N.C. Department of Transportation and 8(a)
certified by the U.S. Small Business Administration.
The undersigned is prepared to perform the following described work in connection with the above project
(specify in detail particular work items or parts thereof to be performed):
You have projected the following commencement date for such work, and the undersigned is projecting
completion of such work as follows:
*Subject to Award, and timing coordinated with the City Staff and Council.
ITEMS

PROJECTED
COMMENCEMENT DATE

PROJECTED
COMPLETION DATE

Architect

TBD

TBD

The consultant will subcontract TBD% of the dollar value of this contract to UBE subconsultant.
The undersigned will enter into a formal agreement in the amount of $ for the above work with you,
conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Durham.
On % of work: Precise %s will be reported when the final project scope and costs are approved, but at
this juncture the EVOKE scope contemplates the horizontal site planning, landscape design, preservation
and transformation of the former Durham Police Station, which could influence 15-20% of the total project
budget.
Name: Teri Canada

Title: Co-Founder/Managing Principal

Company: EVOKE Studio Architecture, PLLC

Telephone: 919-495-6059

Address: 401 Foster Street, Suite B, Durham, NC
Signature
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R E Q U E S T TO C H A N G E U B E PA R T I C I PAT I O N
Project:
Name of bidder or consultant:
Zip
Code:
Address:
Telephone No:

Fax #:

Email Address:

Total amount of original contract, before any change orders or amendments:
Total amount of the contract, including all approved change orders and amendments to date,
but not counting the changes proposed in this form:
Dollar amount of changes proposed in this form:
The proposed change (check one): □ increases □ decreases the dollar amount of the bidder’s/consultant’s
contract with the City.
Does the proposed change decrease the UBE participation? (check one: □ yes □ no
If the answer is yes, complete the following:
BOX A. For the subcontract proposed to be changed (increased, reduced, or eliminated):

Name of subconsultant:
Goods and services to be provided before the proposed change:
Is it proposed to eliminate this subcontract?

yes

no

If the subcontract is to be increased or reduced, describe the nature of the change (such as adding $5,000
in environmental work and deleting $7,000 in architectural):

Dollar amount of this subcontract before this proposed change:
Dollar amount of this subcontract after this proposed change:		

Continued on next page
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R E Q U E S T TO C H A N G E U B E PA R T I C I PAT I O N
This subcontractor is (check one):
□ 1. Minority-Owned UBE
□ 2. Woman-Owned UBE
□ 3. Not a UBE
BOX B. Proposed subcontracts other than the subcontract described in Box A above

Name of sub-consultant for the new work:
Goods and Services to be provided by this proposed subcontract:
Dollar amount proposed of this proposed subcontract. This sub-consultant is:
□ 1. Minority-Owned UBE
□ 2. Woman-Owned UBE
□ 3. Not a UBE
Add additional sheets as necessary.
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U B E G OA L S N OT H AV I N G B E E N M E T
The following information must be presented by the consultant concerning good faith efforts taken.
It is the responsibility of consultants to make good faith efforts. Any act or omission by the City shall not relieve them
of this responsibility. For future efforts, it shall be comprised of such efforts which are proposed to allow equitable
participation of socially and economically disadvantaged employees and sub-consultants/subcontractors. The City
Manager shall apply the following criteria, with due consideration of the quality, quantity, intensity and timeliness of
efforts of consultants/contractors, in determining good faith efforts to engage UBEs along with other criteria that the
City Manager deems proper:

Name of Bidder:
If you find it helpful, feel free to attach pages to explain your answers. How many pages is your firm
attaching to this questionnaire? (Don’t count the 2 pages of this)
If a yes or no answer is not appropriate, please explain the facts. All of the answers to these
questions relate only to the time before your firm submitted its bid or proposal to the City.
In other words, actions that your firm took after it submitted the bid or proposal to the City
cannot be mentioned or used in any answers.
1. SOLICITING UBEs.
(a.) Did your firm solicit, through all reasonable and available means, the interest of all UBEs in the list
provided by the City in the scope of work of the contract? □ yes □ no
In such soliciting, did your firm advertise? □ yes □ no
Are you attaching copies to this questionnaire, indicating the dates and names of newspaper or other
publication for each ad if that information is not already on the ads? □ yes □ no
(b.) In such soliciting, did your firm send written (including electronic) notices or letters?
Are you attaching one or more sample notices or letters? □ yes □ no
(c.) Did your firm attend the pre bid conference? □ yes □ no
(d.) Did your firm provide interested UBEs with timely, adequate information about the plans, specifications,
and requirements of the contract? □ yes □ no
(e.) Did your firm follow up with UBEs that showed interest? □ yes □ no
(f) With reference to the UBEs that your firm notified of the type of work to be subcontracted , did your firm
tell them:
(i) the specific work your firm was considering for subcontracting? □ yes □ no
(ii) that their interest in the contract is being solicited? □ yes □ no
(iii) how to obtain and inspect the applicable plans and specifications and descriptions of items to be
purchased? □ yes □ no
Continued on next page
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2. BREAKING DOWN THE WORK.
(a) Did your firm select portions of the work to be performed by UBEs in order to increase the likelihood
that the goals would be reached? □ yes □ no
(b) If yes, please describe the portions selected. ANSWER:

3. NEGOTIATION. In your answers to 3, you may omit information regarding UBEs for which you are
providing a Letter of Intent.
(a) What are the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of UBEs that you contacted? ANSWER:
(b) Describe the information that you provided to the UBEs regarding the plans and specifications for the
work selected for potential subcontracting. ANSWER:
(c) Why could your firm not reach agreements with the UBEs that your firm made contact with? Be specific.
ANSWER:

4. ASSISTANCE TO UBEs ON BONDING, CREDIT, AND INSURANCE.
(a) Did your firm or the City require any subcontractors to have bonds, lines of credit, or insurance?
□ yes □ no (Note: In most projects, the City has no such requirement for subcontractors.)
(b) If the answer to (a) is yes, did your firm make efforts to assist UBEs to obtain bonds, lines of credit, or
insurance? □ yes □ no If yes, describe your firm’s efforts. ANSWER:
(c) Did your firm provide alternatives to bonding or insurance for potential subcontractors? □ yes □ no If
yes, describe. ANSWER:

5. GOODS AND SERVICES. What efforts did your firm make to help interested UBEs to obtain goods or
services relevant to the proposed subcontracting work? ANSWER:

6. USING OTHER SERVICES.
(a) Did your firm use the services of the City to help solicit UBEs for the work? □ yes □ no Please explain.
ANSWER:
(b) Did your firm use the services of available minority/women community organizations, minority and
women contractors’ groups, government-sponsored minority/business assistance agencies, and other
appropriate organizations to help solicit UBEs for the work? □ yes □ no
Please explain. ANSWER:
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X I . A P P E N D I X : C O N T R AC TO R WO R K F O R C E
DIVERSIT Y QUESTIONNAIRE
A diverse workforce refers to the similarities and differences among employees in terms of age, cultural
background, physical abilities and disabilities, race, religion, gender, and sexual orientation. A diverse
workforce results in greater productivity, engagement and innovation among the employees of a business.
The workforce of the City of Durham is diverse and directly benefits from diversity in hiring practices of the
contractors that do business in the City of Durham. The City of Durham is committed to the promotion of a
diverse workforce within its own workforce and the workforce of contractors that perform work for, or deliver
goods or services to, the City.

The information requested in this questionnaire is intended to encourage the candidate, which is defined as
the person, firm or corporation interested in contracting with the City, to engage in diverse workforce hiring
practices as in the best interest of the City and the greater Durham community. The following questions
focus on your efforts to recruit and maintain a diverse workforce and to provide your business with
resources and recommendations on how to create and maintain a diverse workforce.

1. Do the management and professional positions within your business include women and minorities?
Yes

No

If yes, please provide number(s) and positions:
		

Number of Women

		

Position title:

					
					
					

		

Number of Minorities

		

Position title::

:

			

:

			

:
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2. Please respond to the following efforts you make to create and maintain a more diverse workforce:
(a) When you recruit for employees, do you only recruit by word-of-mouth?
Yes

No

[Note: Reliance on word-of-mouth recruiting alone is unlikely to result in a diverse workforce.]
(b) Do you focus any recruitment efforts in the local Durham area?
Yes

No

If, yes, please provide examples how you focus recruitment to the local Durham area:

(c) Do you utilize any women/minority-focused LinkedIn groups and/or other professional or non-professional women/minority groups?
Yes

No

If, yes, please provide examples:

(d) Do you regularly recruit from HBCUs (Historically Black Colleges and Universities) and/or other
minority-focused colleges and universities?
Yes

No

If, yes, please provide names of the schools

(e) Do you attend minority-focused career fairs?
Yes

No

If, yes, please provide names of examples:

(f) Do you participate in Durham youth internship programs?
Yes

No

If, yes, please provide names of examples:
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3. Please list the efforts your company makes to promote or create a more diverse workforce that may not
be listed above under question No. 2.

4. Do you believe your business, including all employees, has a diverse workforce?
Yes

No

Enter the total number of employees that work for your business

.

Please provide the reasons why you believe you have, or do not have, a diverse workforce:

5. How would you characterize the nature of the majority of your workforce:
(a) Professional and skilled (includes technicians and clerical) workers:
Yes

No

(b) Mostly unskilled workers and laborers:
Yes

No

(c) Mix of professional, skilled and unskilled workers and labors:
Yes

No

6. To assist the City in determining the effectiveness of your diverse workforce hiring practices, please
complete the following Employee Breakdown Table(s) to show your current employee diversity
breakdown:
[Instructions: Complete Part A for the primary location where the goods and services that are the subject
of the bid/proposal are to be made or provided. If the parent company or other locations of the business
are providing any substantial portion of the goods or services, then the business must also complete Part
B, for the consolidated company.]
Part A – Employee Diversity Breakdown Table for Primary Location
Males
Employment
Category

Total Employees

Total
Males

Total
Females

White

Females
Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or White
Alaskan
Native

Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or
Alaskan
Native

Project
Manager
Professional
Labor
Clerical
Totals
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Part B – Employee Diversity Breakdown for the Consolidated Company
Males
Employment
Category

Total Employees

Total
Males

Total
Females

White

Females
Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or White
Alaskan
Native

Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or
Alaskan
Native

Project
Manager
Professional
Labor
Clerical
Totals

Resources –The City of Durham advertises job postings to a variety of sources in its own pursuit of a diverse
workforce. The following resources are sources used by the City of Durham and others and are being
provided to assist you in your recruitment of a more diverse workforce.
Category

Organization

Website

Professionals

American Women’s Society of
Certified Public Accountants

www.awscpa.org

Professionals

Accounting & Financial
Women’s Alliance

www.afwa.org

Professional/Technical

Society of Women Engineers

www.societyofwomenengineers.swe.org

Professionals

American Business Women’s Assoc.

www.abwa.org

Professionals

Association for Women in Science

www.awis.org

Professionals

Women in Engineering

www.womeng.org

Professionals

Women in Technology

www.womenintechnology.org

Professionals

Women in I.T

www.womeninit.org

Professionals

URISA

www.urisa.org

Professionals

Women in GIS

www.womeningis.org

Professionals

Supporting Women in Geography & GIS

www.swiggis-austin.org

Professionals

Women’s Transportation Seminar

www.wtsinternational.org

Professionals

Society of Asian Scientists and Engineers

https://www.saseconnect.org/

Professionals

National Organization of Minority Architects

https://www.noma.net/professional/
north-carolina

Professionals

North Carolina Society of Hispanic Professionals

https://www.thencshp.org

Professionals

Association of Asian American Architects &
Engineers

https://www.aaaesc.org

Professionals

Minority Professionals Network

http://www.minorityprofessionalnetwork.
com

Gen. Construction

National Association of Black Women in
Construction

https://nabwic.org

Chamber of Commerce

Carolinas Asian American Chamber of
Commerce

https://caacc.com

Skilled Craft

Hispanic Arborist Assoc.

www.hispanicarboristassociation.com
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Skilled Craft

Electrical Workers Minority Caucus

www.ibew-ewmc/org

Skilled Craft

Women in Manufacturing

www.womeninmanufacturing.org

Skilled Craft

Rainbow PUSH Automotive Project

www.automotiveproject.org

Skilled Craft

Women in Automotive

www.womeminautomotive.org

Service/Maintenance

Conf. of Minority Transportation Officials

www.comto.org

Service/Maintenance

Coalition of Labor Union Women

www.cluw.org

Service/Maintenance

National Assoc. of Women in Construction

www.nawic.org

Protect and Serve

National Assoc. of Latino Firefighters

www.nahf.org

Protect and Serve

Int. Assoc. of Black Firefighters

www.iabpf.org

Protect and Serve

Int. Assoc. of Women in Fire & Emergency
Services

www.i-women.org

Protect and Serve

National Assoc. of Women Law Enforcement
Officers

www.nawlee.org

Protect and Serve

National Latino Law Enforcement Org.

www.nlleo.com

Protect and Serve

National Coalition of Latino Officers

www.latino-officers.org

Protect and Serve

Asian American Law Enforcement Assoc.

www.asianamericanlawenforementassociation.org
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TCC © 2021 All Rights Reserved. All information included in this proposal pertaining to TCC—including but not limited to its
operations, employees, technology and clients—are proprietary and confidential, and are supplied with the understanding that
they will be held in confidence and not disclosed to third parties without the prior written consent of TCC. This letter/proposal
is intended solely as a preliminary expression of general intentions and is to be used for discussion purposes only. The parties
intend that neither shall have any contractual obligations to the other with respect to the matters referred herein unless and until
a definitive agreement has been fully executed and delivered by the parties. The parties agree that this letter/proposal is not
intended to create any agreement or obligation by either party to negotiate a definitive lease/purchase and sale agreement and
imposes no duty whatsoever on either party to continue negotiations, including without limitation any obligation to negotiate in
good faith or in any way other than at arm’s length. Prior to delivery of a definitive executed agreement, and without any liability
to the other party, either party may (1) propose different terms from those summarized herein, (2) enter into negotiations with
other parties and/or (3) unilaterally terminate all negotiations with the other party hereto. TCC and the TCC logo are service
marks of TCC, Inc. and/or its affiliated or related companies in the United States and other countries. All other marks displayed
on this document are the property of their respective owners.

